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Editorial 
We have a packed edition of the Bulletin – 
many thanks to all the contributors. As you 
will have noted from the front cover, Bulletin 
32 includes a report with photographs from 
the very successful Spring Conference at 
Oxford University held in association with 
the Paris Observatory and the Société 
Astronomique de France. Bulletin 32 
includes a wide range of articles looking at 
many different aspects of astronomical 
history.  

The 50th anniversary of the first Moon landing is 
addressed by an article “Apollo Memories” from 
former Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory 
employee David Le Conte who operated the massive 
Baker-Nunn cameras that were involved with 
tracking and photographing Apollo events. David 
also has written an article about the Guernsey 
astronomer Johannes von Gumpach. Also in 
commemorating the 50th anniversary of the lunar 
landing, Kevin Kilburn talks about his Lunar 
Memorabilia.  

Carolyn Bedwell investigates the Great Moon Hoax 
of 1835 and William Sheehan has written a book 
review on “Cosmos: The Art and Science of the 
Universe” from Reaktion Books Ltd. Denis 
Buczynski, inspired by the Bulletin articles by Paul 
Haley on observatories, has written about the Greg 
Observatory in Lancashire and the Stirling High 
School Observatory. The Editors recommend that 
SHA members wishing to carry out astronomical 
research look back to Paul Haley’s excellent articles 
in recent issues of the Bulletin. Paul does not 
disappoint in this issue and has included articles 
“Astro-Research 6” and “19th Century Observatories 
1830 – 1839”. Paul has also provided the solutions 
to Astro-conundrum 4.  

The Bulletin editors have also contributed articles to 
this issue. Carolyn talks about the “Telescope of 
Edward Sabine”, following a discovery by Roger 
Hutchins in a Lambeth museum. 

While he was staying in Newton Flotman in 
Norfolk, Len discovered that a significant astronomy 
writer lived in the village in the 16th Century and has 
written an article about this gentleman, Thomas 
Blundeville.  

Bulletin Editors Len Adam and Carolyn Kennett 
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David Le Conte Apollo memories 

In the 1960s I was working at Smithsonian Astrophysical 
Observatory (SAO) stations, manning huge Baker-Nunn 
cameras, for which I had written the Operations Manual. 
Weighing 3.5 tonnes, and standing around 8 feet high, they 
were specially designed, extremely fast f/1 tri-axially mounted 
satellite-tracking cameras of a Schmidt design, with an aperture 
of 20 inches, a 30-inch primary mirror, a three-element 
corrector plate, producing a field 30 degrees wide. The 55 mm 
wide cinemascope film was stretched over the curved focal 
plane surface, recording a field of 5x30 degrees aligned along 
the satellite path. Later, when predictions became more reliable, 
the field was reduced to 5x15 degrees. It was undoubtedly the 
most powerful such instrument in the world at the time, being 
capable, it was said, of photographing a 15 cm sphere (the 
Vanguard satellite) at a distance of 3000 miles. 

David Le Conte 

SAO operated twelve of these cameras around the world. I 
worked at SAO and at the Florida, Hawaii and Arizona stations, 
being Manager of the last two from 1968 to 1970. 

The primary purpose of the observation programme, funded by 
NASA, was to produce a geopotential model of the Earth by 
recording perturbations of the orbits of some 20 to 30 satellites. 
This was the Smithsonian Standard Earth 1969, based on 
thousands of photographic and laser observations. While we 
concentrated on satellites we also carried out astrophysical 
observations, photographing objects such as comets and flare 
stars. 

The cameras were ideal for photographing Apollo events, and I 
was involved with several of these. The first was the retrofire of 
Apollo 7 on re-entry on 22 October 1968, which I and my team 
photographed from Haleakala in Maui, Hawaii. The second and 
most spectacular, as well as significant, was the translunar 
injection burn of the Saturn V third stage of Apollo 8 on 21 
December 1968, which we recorded photographically and 
uniquely the moment man first left the Earth completely. My 
account of the event is in the accompanying article Shooting for 
the Moon, and also appears on the Smithsonian’s National Air 
and Space Museum’s website at https://tinyurl.com/y9cz2hgn.

Our station in Spain also successfully photographed an excess 

fuel dump from Apollo 8. 

By the time of Apollo11 I had transferred from Hawaii to be 
Manager of the flagship station at Mount Hopkins (now the 
Whipple Observatory) in southern Arizona, where in addition to 
the camera we used a 500 megawatt laser. We were unable to 
photograph any of the mission’s events because they were beyond 
the visibility of our stations, but during the Moon landing all our 
staff, spouses and children crowded together in an apartment, to 
watch the live television transmission. Initially tense with 
anticipation the atmosphere turned euphoric as we saw the 
shadowy figure of Neil Armstrong climb down the ladder of the 
Lunar Module and step for the first time onto the lunar surface. 
Cheers rang out! 

A major objective of SAO’s Apollo support was achieved during 
Apollo 12 when we photographed the first Environmental Control 
SHA Bulletin 32 Autumn 2019

System waste-water dump on 15 November 1969. A series of 
photographs showed a brightening of the Command Service 
Module/Lunar Module during the dump. The images also 
recorded the Saturn V third stage S-IVB. 

From Arizona I moved to the Smithsonian Institution in 
Washington DC, where I became Executive Director of the 
Smithsonian Research Foundation, a major function of which was 
the administration of research grants for Smithsonian curators. 
For a time my office was in the old Air and Space Museum, and I 
walked past the Apollo 11 Command Module, as well as the 
Wright Brothers aircraft and the Spirit of St Louis, every day. In 
July 1970 Prince Charles and Princess Anne visited the Museum, 
and I had the opportunity to see not only them but also Neil 
Armstrong and Apollo 8 astronaut Frank Borman, who were there 
to show them the exhibits. 

Later the new Air and Space Museum was in the process of 
construction, and Apollo 11 astronaut Michael Collins was 
appointed Director. I got to know him as he chaired one of the 
review panels I dealt with, and had lunch with him. I treasure a 
copy of his biography Carrying the Fire, which he kindly signed 
for me. I also treasure a research grant application which carries 
both his signature and mine. 

Michael Collins had been the Apollo 8 CapCom at Mission 
Control in Houston. In his biography he records: “Even some of 
the things which happen on the ground during a flight are magic, 
such as watching Apollo 8 carrying men away from the earth for 
the first time in history, an event in many ways more awe-
inspiring than landing on the moon.” 

I am pleased to be one of the estimated 400,000 people involved 
in putting man on the Moon and to have taken these historical 
photographs. Those were indeed memorable times, and it feels 
good now to be able to share the memories of 50 years ago. 

Shooting for the Moon 

Fifty years ago, in the middle of the winter solstice night of 21 
December 1968, I drove up to the summit of the ten thousand foot 
dormant volcano Haleakala on the island of Maui in the Hawaiian 
archipelago. My mission was to photograph a momentous event  – 
man's first voyage into space beyond the environs of the Earth, 
out towards the Moon.

As I was driving up the mountain the Apollo 8 spacecraft was 
being launched from Cape Kennedy in Florida  – the first time the 
giant Saturn V rocket was used. The craft was to make two orbits 
of the Earth before the third-stage rocket was fired to send it off 
towards the Moon. Predictions showed that this translunar 
injection, as the rocket firing was known, would take place over 
the Pacific Ocean, just above our southern horizon. 

At that time I was the 28-year-old Manager of the Smithsonian 
Institution’s Astrophysical Observing Station on the mountain. It 
was equipped with a 3.5-ton tri-axially mounted Baker-Nunn 
satellite-tracking camera, which had an f/1 aperture of 20 inches, 
and a 30-inch primary mirror. For this important mission I had 
selected two experienced colleagues: Joe Coldwell and Bill Perry. 
I set up a communications link with our headquarters, the 
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Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, which in turn had a direct link with NASA 
Mission Control in Houston, Texas. We therefore had real-time 
updates of the spacecraft’s progress, and were able to point the 
massive camera exactly in the right direction as it came over the 
horizon, and drive the camera to follow its path. 

Apollo 8 was visible for just a couple of minutes, during which 
we experienced the most spectacular sight as the third-stage 
rocket fired, pushing its speed and altitude to new records for 
manned spaceflight – over 24,000 mph and 200 miles high. In 
that short time we took dozens of photographs, each 10 inches 
long, recording every moment of this historic event, our success 
being reported back to Houston and the astronauts while the 
rocket burn was still in progress. 

It turned out that our photographs were unique. A neighbouring 
US Air Force space-tracking facility had decided that the event 
would not be visible from Hawaii, and therefore did not try for it. 
And NASA photographers aboard the recovery aircraft carrier 
USS Yorktown in the South Pacific also failed to get any pictures. 

Within a couple of hours, as soon as we had processed and 
evaluated the film, I was on my way to Honolulu, to provide the 
pictures to the media and send them off to our headquarters. 

In the meantime, Apollo 8, with astronauts Frank Borman, James 
Lovell and William Anders, was well on its way to the Moon. 
The journey took three days. They arrived there on Christmas Eve 
and entered lunar orbit, the object being to test the spacecraft and 
all command and communications systems in preparation for the 
first Moon landing seven months later. While in orbit they 
famously read the first ten verses of the Book of Genesis to the 
largest television audience ever. The three astronauts were the 
first people to see the far side of the Moon, and took a wonderful 
earthrise picture of our planet appearing over the lunar horizon. 

On Christmas Day, after ten orbits of the Moon, they began their 
return to Earth, splashing down in the Pacific on 27 December. 
Their extraordinary achievement excited the world, and our 
historic photographs were published in scores of newspapers and 
magazines, including Time and Life. To this day, the stunning 
vision of man’s first journey to the Moon remains the most 
unforgettable sight of my life. 

David Le Conte, Guernsey, Channel Islands. Email 
davidleconte@suremail.gg. 

Images: 

This Page 

A: Michael Collins a: Michael Collins’s autograph in his 
biography, 1975. 

B: Michael Collins c: Signatures on research grant proposal, 
1975. 
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1. David Le Conte with Baker-Nunn camera, Florida, c1966
(credit Tom Butler).

2. The spacecraft before TLI. The breaks in the image are caused
by a rotating shutter for timing purposes.

3. The spacecraft at the start of TLI – the firing of the booster
rockets.

4. The full burn.

5 – 7.  The spacecraft photographed through the exhaust cloud 
and disappearing behind the mountain. 

8. Apollo 8 excess fuel dump photographed by SAO station,
Spain (credit SAO, NASA).

9. Apollo 12 waste-water dump (credit: David Le Conte, SAO,
NASA).

10. Apollo 8 Trans-lunar injection (TLI sequence), 21 December
1968 (credit: David Le Conte, SAO, NASA):
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The Curious Case of Johannes von Gumpach (1814-1875) 

By David Le Conte 

Guernsey’s most famous resident was the French author Victor 
Hugo, who lived in exile in the island from 1855 to 1870. He 
purchased a house in St Peter Port in the street called Hauteville, 
an up-market area on a hill in the south of the town, and 
transformed it into a remarkable residence where he could 
continue to write, including completing his masterpiece Les 
Misérables. 

His diary for 3 September 1861 records (in French) that “the 
Patourel house is rented to a German astronomer named Baron de 
Gumpach”. This astronomer was, therefore, a close neighbour. 
There are further references to him and his wife in Hugo’s diary 
entries for 21 and 25 February 1862, and 12 March 1862. These 
make it clear that Hugo was not only acquainted with him, but 
entertained him and his wife in his house. 1 

1	Gregory	Stevens	Cox,	personal	communication.	

I lectured and wrote about Guernsey astronomers in 2013 2 but it 
was only later that I became aware of him. Intrigued, I set out to 
discover more about this ‘astronomer’, and soon struck gold by 
the acquisition (from Phoenix, Arizona!) of a letter from Johannes 
von Gumpach in Guernsey to no less than Guernseyman Warren 
De La Rue, Secretary to the Royal Astronomical Society, together 
with handwritten notes, undoubtedly by De La Rue himself. 

The letter, entitled The True Figure and Dimensions of the Earth, 
was dated October 1, 1862, and was printed for publication by 
Mackenzie and Carrington of New Street, St Peter Port. It 
followed the publication of a far more extensive ‘letter’ from von 
Gumpach on the same subject addressed to the Astronomer 
Royal, George Biddell Airy, in the form of a book containing 
some 270 pages! 

I shall return to these letters in due course, but first something 
about the man himself. 

Two puzzles 

The 7 April 1861 Guernsey census records “John De Gumpack” 
[sic], age 41, born in Germany, and living at 14 Hauteville, 
occupation ‘Pundholder’ [fund holder?], with his wife Julia, age 
23, born in England. It must have been a rather crowded house, 
with three families and three lodgers. 

14 Hauteville (opposite Pedvin Street) 

By September 1862 he had moved up the street, and in society, to 
42 Hauteville, as recorded in von Gumpach’s correspondence at 
that time. This was presumably the Patourel house, and was just 

2	Sagittarius	(newsletter	of	the	Astronomy	Section,	La	Société	
Guernesiaise),	January-March	2013,	p9.	
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two doors away from Victor Hugo who lived at Hauteville House, 
38 Hauteville.  

42 Hauteville 

He is reported to have been born in Fedderwarden, near 
Wilhemshaven in Lower Saxony on 7 May 1814.3 This would 
make his age at the date of the 1861 census 47 rather than 41, but 
that may be a simple recording or transcription error. Details of 
his family situation, however, are rather a puzzle. Firstly, records 
being rather sketchy and contradictory, I am not certain what his 
real name was. The most likely scenario is that his birth name 
was Theodore Grumbrecht, and that he adopted the name 
Johannes von Gumpach, along with the title ‘Baron’, probably in 
the 1850s.4 He certainly invariably wrote and published under this 
latter name. 

Although a number of sources indicate that Theodore Gumbrecht 
and Johannes von Gumpach are one and the same, it is of course 
possible that these names refer to two different people. This 
possibility may explain a second puzzle: that relating to his 
marriage. 

As noted above, in 1861 he was recorded as living with his wife 
Julia, age 23, and indeed Ancestry.com records that he had 
married Julia Frances Adams, born 1838, in Woodchester, 
Gloucestershire, and that they had one child whom they endowed 
with the impressive name, Ernest Desmond James McTaggart 
Adams St Andrew St John von Gumpach, born in Westminster 
in1867. Julia is recorded to have died in Woodchester in 1897. 

3	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johannes_Von_Gumpach.	
4	See	for	example	the	memoirs	of	H	A	Giles	in	East	Asian	
History,	numbers	13/14,	June/December	1997,	p9,	Charles	
Aylmer	(ed.).	

However, Wikipedia states that in the early 1840s he was living 
in Clerkenwell, London, and married Jane Wilbraham Edwards 
(born 1820 in Calcutta, daughter of an Army Colonel) in 
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire. It is indeed recorded that Theodoric 
Grumbrecht married her on 9 August 1842 in Cheltenham.5 

What is known for certain is that  on 9 January 1856 Jane W von 
Gumpach wrote from Cheltenham to former Prime Minister Lord 
John Russell thanking him for arranging an application form to be 
sent to her, being “the means of relieving my husband from his 
difficulties which at present are pressing heavily on him, but for 
these the highest prospects are opening to him.” 6 

The purpose of the application form and the nature of his 
“difficulties” are not recorded, but difficulties of one sort or 
another seem to have been characteristic of von Gumpach’s life. 
Possibly the application was in relation to citizenship, because he 
became a naturalised British citizen on 4 June 1859.7 

Jane’s letter of 1856 predates his period of residence in Guernsey. 
We can also be certain that she was his wife at the time of his 
death in Shanghai in 1875, as recorded by papers of 
administration of his estate.8 She died in Lancaster in 1898. 

So the St Peter Port census record of 1861 is, therefore, either in 
error, Jane being recorded as Julia, or it refers to another 
individual entirely. If Jane was born in 1820 then she would have 
been 41, not 23. So perhaps the census recorder was told that 
Julia was von Gumpach’s wife when she was not. Or possibly 
von Gumpach moved to Guernsey and Hauteville because he had 
a close relation living there, namely the one recorded in the 
census. 

We do know for certain that he was living in Hauteville in 1862, 
and wrote and published many letters from there. 

His life 

He was employed for ten years by the bank Huth & Co in London 
(Frederick Huth being a German-born British merchant). This 
employment came to a dramatic end in 1843, less than a year 
after his marriage when he was arrested aboard a ship leaving for 
New Zealand and charged (under the name of Theodore 
Grumbrecht) with embezzlement of £4851 10s. He had been 
entrusted by the bank to present a cheque in this sum to the East 
India Company for transmission to India. The investigation of this 
crime led to the discovery of a further series of embezzlements of 
between £2000 and £3000. He pleaded guilty, was convicted and 

5	Geneanet,	findmypast	and	contemporary	newspaper	
reports.	
6	UK	National	Archives	PRO	30/22/13A	90-91,	22.	
7	UK	National	Archives	FO	917/162.	
8	Idem.	
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sentenced to seven years transportation.9 Rather than being 
transported to Australia he went to live in Nuremberg and Munich 
for some years, before returning to England. It seems probable 
that he changed his name and title to ‘Baron’ Johannes von 
Gumpach at this time in view of his conviction. 

In about 1860 he moved to Guernsey, the reasons for this move 
being unclear. In December 1865 he was still in Guernsey, living 
at the Old Government House.10 At that time the OGH had ceased 
being a hotel and was leased, so he may well have had rooms 
there.  

In 1866 von Gumpach was appointed  Professor of Mathematics 
and Astronomy at a new college in Peking: the Tongwen Guan 
College (School of Combined Learning). It had been established 
by the Chinese imperial government for the teaching of  western 
languages and sciences, and was the first modern institution of 
high education in China. 

There were problems, however, in establishing an astronomy 
class and the creation of an observatory, much to von Gumpach’s 
upset. He claimed that he had been told that it would be at least 
seven years before an astronomy class could be formed. He 
refused to teach mathematics, being what he referred to as “an 
indignity to a man in his position”, and he was unpersuaded to 
learn Mandarin so that he could teach pupils before  they learned 
English. So he taught neither mathematics nor astronomy, while 
still drawing his salary of £600 per year. In 1868, being then 
referred to as “Fang-Ken-pa”, he was offered, and apparently 
accepted, a year’s salary and a free passage home on his 
resignation. But he disputed the agreement to resign and stayed in 
China, expressing the wish “to write the history of Chinese 
astronomy and mathematics.” He left Peking for Shanghai, 
stating that he was seeking a legal decision on the dispute.11 

Most of these issues were dealt with by Sir Robert Hart, a British 
diplomat and Inspector General of Customs in the Chinese 
government, who had appointed von Gumpach to the China post 
in the first place. He stated that von Gumpach’s absence from the 
Peking College was unauthorised and that he had declined to 
perform his duties as Professor. The Chinese Government 
thereupon dismissed von Gumpach in late 1869, whereupon he 
sued Hart in the British Supreme Court for defamation, claiming 
that Hart’s actions were malicious. 

Von Gumpach won the case and was awarded substantial 
damages in the sum of £1,800 12, but Hart then appealed to the 
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. In 1873 the Judicial 

9	Proceedings	of	the	Central	Criminal	Court,	18th	September	
1843.	He	was	tried	at	the	Old	Bailey,	pleaded	Not	Guilty	but	
was	found	Guilty.	His	age	was	recorded	as	27,	making	his	
birth	year	about	1816.	If	he	was	born	in	1814	he	would	have	
been	29	at	the	date	of	his	trial.	There	was	a	strong	
recommendation	for	mercy.	
10	Preface	to	his	essay	Time,	Space	and	Eternity.	
11	Judicial	Committee	of	the	Privy	Council,	14	November	1872.	
12Judgment	of	the	Supreme	Court	of	China	and	Japan,	19	April	
1871.		

Committee agreed that Hart’s reports to the Chinese Government 
were defamatory, but expressed the view that such reports “are 
prima facie justifiable” and were not malicious. It found against 
von Gumpach, and ordered him to pay the costs of the Appeal.13 

Johannes von Gumpach died two years later in Shanghai. 

The True Figure and Dimensions of the Earth 

Von Gumpach was a prolific writer. A sample list of his many 
publications appears in the box at the end of this article. While 
most of them appear to be academic in nature, the astronomical 
ones (most of which appear to have been written while he was 
resident in Guernsey) at least seem to be rather pretentious 
attempts to challenge accepted scientific opinion, and lacking 
rigorous scientific argument. His ‘letter’ on the subject of “The 
True Figure and Dimensions of the Earth” to the Astronomer 
Royal, George Biddell Airy is a case in point. 

In the preface he refers to “Sir Isaac Newton’s erring 
imagination”. His conclusion, contained in almost 300 pages, was 
that the Earth’s equatorial diameter is less than its polar diameter 
in the proportion 1:95, and that there was an error of 167 miles in 
the circumference of the Earth. This was long known to be false. 
Newton, for example, had deduced by 1687 that the Earth was an 
oblate spheroid 14, and meridian arc measurements over the 
succeeding centuries, culminating in the 2820 km Struve 
Geodetic Arc (1816-1855), confirmed this conclusion, giving a 
flattening of one part in 294. (Today’s WGS 84 spheroid used by 
GPS systems for the figure of the Earth results in a proportion of 
1:298.25, by which the polar radius is less than the equatorial 
radius.)15 

Von Gumpach claimed that he had based his conclusions on a 
number of the reported meridian arc measurements, together with 
reported pendulum observations. He calculated that because of 
Newton’s “erroneous theory” 10,000 human beings – the 
majority of them British sailors – had perished, and that property 
worth between 25 and 30 million pounds had been lost. He urged 
Airy to propose an expedition to measure the earth’s equator. He 
estimated “the losses at sea, resulting from Sir Isaac Newton’s 
theory of gravitation and the present system of astronomy, as 
applied to the practical purposes of navigation, to amount, in 
round numbers, to at least five hundred human lives, and a 
million pounds sterling worth of property, annually”. 

Airy gave no credence to these claims, clearly wasted no time in 
studying them, and made it quite clear that he had no intention of 
proposing the expedition. Upon von Gumpach’s persistence he 
gave him a very curt response. Von Gumpach continued to press 
his case, referring to “the wreck of colossal national wealth, and 
the corpses of thousands of our fellow-beings, hurried into 

13	Judgment	of	the	Lords	of	the	Judicial	Committee	of	the	
Privy	Council	on	the	Appeal	of	Hart	v.	Von	Gumpach,	from	the	
Supreme	Court	for	China	and	Japan,	28th	January,	1873.	
14	Principia.	
15

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Geodetic_System#WGS
84	
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eternity by the abstract idea of universal gravitation”.16 Alfred 
Russel Wallace commented that von Gumpach’s warnings had 
been all in vain. “The Admiralty persist in refusing to alter the 
Nautical Almanack, and the philosopher thinks he has just cause 
of complaint because the Astronomer Royal will neither accept 
his conclusions nor point out the flaw in his argument.”17 

Von Gumpach wrote in similar vein to George Stokes (Secretary 
to the Royal Society), who, like Airy, refused to countenance 
further investigation of the claims, stating that the Society’s 
Council had rejected the conclusions of his treatise. Von 
Gumpach protested, and quoted at length the Society’s own 
statutes, claiming that the Council had a duty to put it to the 
members.18 

Having got nowhere with the Astronomer Royal or the Royal 
Society he proceeded to publish his “letter” in the form of a 
lengthy book, in an attempt to get popular support for his theory 
and exert pressure on Airy and Stokes. 

As mentioned earlier he wrote to Warren De La Rue as Secretary 
to the Royal Astronomical Society, enclosing his lengthy treatise. 
De La Rue appears to have taken his 14-page printed letter 
seriously enough to make marginal notes, comment on each of 
von Gumpach’s “enunciations”, and write six sides of 

calculations analysing von Gumpach’s arguments. 

Cover page of Von Gumpach’s letter to De La Rue, and first page 
of De La Rue’s notes 19 

De La Rue noted that von Gumpach’s equation for the terrestrial 
radius vector for each half degree of latitude was incorrect, as was 
his formula for the length of meridian degrees. Further, that his 
deduction that all plumb-lines to the surface of the Earth intersect 
at the Earth’s centre was true only if the Earth was a sphere. In a 

16	The	True	Figure	and	Dimensions	of	the	Earth,	1862.	
17	Is	the	Earth	an	Oblate	or	a	Prolate	Spheroid?	In	The	Reader,	
1866.	
18	Royal	Society	MS-6-249,	MS-6-254,	M-6-262.		
19	Author’s	collection.	

marginal note, however, De La Rue commented that von 
Gumpach’s proposal for an expedition to the equator “seems a 
very good & sensible suggestion.” Whether any of his 
observations were communicated to von Gumpach, however, is 
uncertain. No response has been found in the Royal Astronomical 
Society’s archives, and the Monthly Notices merely record that 
the letter was read at the Society’s monthly meeting on 14 
November 1862.20 It does, therefore, seem doubtful that he 
communicated that view to von Gumpach or pursued it further. 
Certainly, if he discussed it with Airy he would soon have been 
disabused of it. 

Von Gumpach himself does not seem to have referred to a 
response from De La Rue, but he accused the latter of “trickery”, 
saying that the RAS did not record his treatise from the “List of 
Presents received.” “Has it been burked? It would seem so. Some 
years ago certain papers, presented by me to the same Society, 
met with the same fate.” 21 

Balfour Stewart of Kew Observatory, who worked closely with 
De La Rue, poked fun at von Gumpach’s  treatise: “behold the 
earth which had previously been flattened out into an orange, 
squeezed into a lemon. Gumpach cometh! … Let him not only 
assert but prove that a number of shipwrecks have happened 
through a mistake of position, and that these would not have 
taken place had the Gumpachian theory been adopted, and we 
shall all swallow his life pills, although he discharge them at us 
in a very violent manner.” This generated an angry response from 
von Gumpach, fully published by him. 22 

Frustrated, von Gumpach wrote to Sir John Herschel in rather 
patronising tones and scathing about Airy: “From Mr. Airy, 
however, the new-born truth, repulsed by him, now turns for 
protection and acknowledgment to men like yourself who are 
above the narrow-minded prejudices and jealousies of the 
professional astronomer, to whom the love of science has been 
the guiding star of their life, devoted to its service, and who 
desire to live in the Future even more than in the Present, which 
can add no further lustre to their name.” 

Ever the self-promoter and with totally unrealistic opinions of his 
achievements, he claimed that the polar elongation of the Earth 
and the new pendulum laws which he has established “are but 
two of a series of similar discoveries, even of greater moment to 
science, I have had the good fortune to make. Indeed, I may 
venture to say that I have completed the first general outlines of 
an entire new system of theoretical and physical astronomy … 
and in the course of about ten years more, perhaps, I may hope to 
bring them to something like maturity.” He likened himself to 

20	MNRAS	23	(1863),	p152.	
21	‘Our	Weekly	Gossip’	a	critico-anticritical	medley,	by	von	
Gumpach,	London,	1866,	Page	viii.	To	‘Burke’	means	to	
supress	quietly,	from	the	1828	murderer	William	Burke	who	
smothered	his	victims	(OED).	I	have	found	no	reference	to	the	
earlier	papers	mentioned	by	von	Gumpach.	
22	In	“the	Edinburgh	New	Philosophical	Journal	(New	Series,	
Vol	xvii,	No.	1	for	Jan.	1863,	pp	105-107),	quoted	in	‘Our	
Weekly	Gossip’,	id	Pages	83	and	85,	et	sec.	
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Galileo and Copernicus, in that they similarly opposed the whole 
scientific and intellectual world. 

Herschel, like Airy and Stokes was equally disdaining of von 
Gumpach’s theories, whereupon he claimed that Herschel could 
only have read the first 15 or 20 pages, and asked that he read the 
whole before giving his opinion as to whether to support a 
submission to the government for an expedition to measure an arc 
of longitude on or near the equator in order to decide whether the 
Earth is elongated as to its polar diameter. 

Herschel responded unequivocally: “I consider that question is 
already definitely decided in the negative, and that I should no 
more think of measuring such an arc for such a purpose, than to 
decide (to use your own illustration) whether two and two make 
five and not four …”. “Meanwhile as I perceive we are not likely 
to agree I would respectfully suggest the undesirableness of our 
further correspondence on the subject.” 

Von Gumpach was again patronising: “… it must be a matter of 
grief for any one to find that the son of Sir William Herschel is 
forsaking the cause of Science and Truth.” Having agreed that 
any further correspondence was undesirable he nevertheless 
continued for six pages arguing against Herschel’s findings.23 

Von Gumpach sent a hand-written letter also to Norton Shaw, 
Secretary to the Royal Geographical Society, on the 1st October 
1862, and then sent several printed copies of his letter. Not 
having had any response, he wrote again, on the 29th November, 
in pained terms: “Is it that the discovery of the Earth’s polar 
elongation and of the true pendulum laws disentitle me, in your 
eyes, to that courtesy which gentlemen, in whatever position they 
are placed, usually consider it a duty towards themselves to 
extend to others?” The Society’s Council decided not to refer nor 
read it to the Society, and a curt reply was sent to von Gumpach 
on the 2nd December: “Dr Shaw … regrets to say that it has not 
been directed to be read.”, whereupon von Gunpach appealed, 
apparently in vain, to Sir Roderick Murchison, President of the 
Society.24 

Von Gumpach sent his treatise to the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science (Secretary William Hopkins), and 
recorded a response from geologist John Phillips (Assistant 
General Secretary) saying that it was not ordered to be read, but 
that printed copies were placed on the table of the Association’s 
meeting. This got a characteristically strongly worded and quite 
rude published response from von Gumpach about Phillips: “He 
judges too confidently, where he is manifestly incompetent to 
judge, He knows too little of what he ought to know. He accepts 
shadows for substance; and mistakes existences for dreams. Let 
us hope that his knowledge of Geology is as deep, as his general 
knowledge appears to be shallow.” 25 

A wasted talent? 

23	Royal	Society	HS-9-72	to	HS-9-77.	
24	RGS/CB5/253&621.	
25	Our	Weekly	Gossip’,	id	Page	111.	
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Von Gumpach has been described as: “a maverick scholar, 
writing on astronomy, Assyrian and Babylonian history, the Old 
Testament, … philosophy, and Newton’s erroneous understanding 
of gravity. China has attracted its fair share of foreign crooks, 
cranks, swindlers, and eccentrics. Von Gumpach was one of 
these.” 26 

It is generally acknowledged that his scientific writings are of 
doubtful value. He refused to recognise the errors in his treatise 
on the form of the earth, for example. In reference to his 
opposition to Newton’s theory of gravity, American biologist 
Nathaniel Gist Gee said: “In explaining the attraction of bodies, 
von Gumpach  placed greater emphasis on the nature of the 
space surrounding a body than on the body’s mass. There was 
inspired genius to his ideas, but most of his theory, as well as his 
evaluation of its place in the history of science, was delusional.”27 

Contemporary comments acknowledge that his published works, 
especially his historical and religious writings, showed talent, but 
were badly devalued by his aggressive character, critical nature 
and obduracy. Comments collected by Shanghai based editor F H 
Balfour from Chinese and Japanese newspapers 28 include, for 
example: 

“Baron von Gumpach’s last book … will compel attention and 
admiration; but the inherent faults of his mind are everywhere in 
it …” 

“In spite of the bitter feeling which runs through the whole of the 
present work, it throws much light …” 

“Von Gumpach was evidently one who had an overweening 
estimate of himself, who implicitly believed in the correctness of 
his own judgment and his powers to set all things right, from 
theories about the motions of our solar system to the minutiae of 
Customs returns … his statements have to be taken with extreme 
caution. He wrote with the zeal of a partisan, and nearly all his 
productions were spiced to a large extent with personal 
animosity.” 

“The announcement … that this work was in the press gave rise to 
some curiosity, tempered with regret. That the author was a man 
of talent was on all hands admitted. But he had so thoroughly 
placed himself beyond the pale of consideration by his 
vituperative attacks upon the Inspector General of Customs that it 
was feared any product of his pen would, like his “Burlingame 
Mission”, utterly fail in creating any impression owing to the 
malignity of the writer.” 

In reporting on his Baby-worlds publication, the magazine 
Spectator said that he contended that comets were living things 
sent to supply the place of worlds which die. “Mr. Von Gumpach 

26	Breaking	with	the	Past:	The	Maritime	Customs	Service	and	
the	Global	Origins	of	Modernity	in	China,	by	Hans	van	de	Ven,	
2014.	It	contains	a	succinct	account	of	von	Gumpach’s	dispute	
with	Hart.	
27	China	Voyager:	Gist	Gee’s	Life	in	Science,	by	William	J	Haas,	
1996.	
28	UK	National	Archives	FO	917/162.	
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is obviously either a greater [scientist] than Newton, or else – 
insane.” 29 

The memoirs of diplomat and Professor of Chinese, Herbert A 
Giles (1845-1935), refer to him as “that strange figure … who 
flitted briefly across the literary stage in China.”  

Von Gumpach presents as a very sad figure. He clearly had 
considerable talent, a deep interest in science, religion and ancient 
history, was fluent in English and German (and possibly other 
languages), and must have had some independent source of 
wealth to pursue his researches. He was marred by a fantasy of 
the importance of his scientific pursuits, a dubious morality, and a 
highly litigious and argumentative nature. One does wonder how 
his wife coped with his character verging on megalomania, his 
inability to hold down a job, and undoubtedly his feeling 
(probably justified) that the world did not value his pretentious 
analyses. 

In his own words: “It has fallen to my unenviable lot, to recognise 
a series of hitherto unnoticed facts in astronomy, constituting 
discoveries, to which, for number and importance, the history of 
Science presents no parallel, and involving – to use the words of 
Sir John Herschel in reference to one of these facts – “the total 
subversion of all that is now considered to be established 
science:” that is to say, the complete destruction of the Theory of 
Universal Gravitation, and of the entire system of modern 
Theoretical and Physical Astronomy.” 30 

A curious case indeed. 

29	The	Spectator,	10	October	1863,	p23.	
30	‘Our	Weekly	Gossip’,	id	Page	109.	

Von Gumpach’s astronomical publications include: 
A Popular Inquiry Into the Moon's Rotation on Her 
Axis (1856). 
A million’s worth of property, and five hundred lives 

lost annually at sea by the theory of gravitation 
(1861). 

The True Figure and Dimensions of the Earth (Letters 
addressed to George Biddell Airy, Astronomer 
Royal; Warren De La Rue, Secretary, Royal 
Astronomical Society; Sir John Herschel, Royal 
Society; Norton Shaw, Secretary, Royal 
Geographical Society; and the British Association 
for the Advancement of Science) (1862). Written 
from and printed in Guernsey. 

Baby-worlds: An essay on the nascent members of 
our solar household. With an appendix, containing 
various papers and dissertations, astronomical, 
meteorological and chronological. (1863). Written 
in Guernsey, published in London. 

Time, Space and Eternity. An essay (1866). Printed in 
Guernsey. 

Other publications include: 
Practical tables for the reduction of Mahometan dates 
to the Christian calendar (1856). 
On the Historical Antiquity of the People of Egypt: 

their Vulgar Kalendar, and the Epoch of its 
Introduction (1863). 

The Treaty-Rights of the Foreign Merchant, and the 
Transit-System, in China (1866). 
The Burlingame Mission: A political disclosure (1872). 
The Tonnage-Dues Fund, the Harbour of Shanghai 

and the Wu-sung Bar (1872). 
The Returns of Trade at the Treaty Ports in China 
(1875). 

… together with a number of publications in German: 
On the old Jewish calendar (1848) 
The chronology of the Babylonians and Assyrians 
(1852) 
Old Testament studies (1852) 
Help book for calculating chronology; Largeteau's 

abbreviated solar and moon charts, for 
astronomers' and chronologists' manual use 
(1853) 

Demolition of Babylonian-Assyrian history (1854) 
The Prophet Habakkuk (1860) 
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The Great Moon Hoax of 1835

The Great Moon Hoax of 1835 
Carolyn Bedwell 

At the Spring Conference at St Anne’s College, Oxford on 13th 
April 2019, Frank Dutton donated a book to the library: 
Herschel at the Cape. Diaries and correspondence 1834-1838 
by David S Evans. Whilst looking through it I came across a 
drawing showing man-bats and other strange creatures on the 
Moon. I’ve looked into the story behind it. It was from what has 

become known as 
the Great Moon 
Hoax of 1835. 

A series of articles 
appeared in the New 
York newspaper The 
Sun in August 1835. 
entitled "Great 
astronomical 
discoveries", 
apparently originally 
published in The 
Edinburgh Journal 
of Science. The 
discovery of life on 
the Moon was 
attributed to John 
Herschel (1792–
1871), but written by 
journalist Richard 
Adams Locke 
(1800–1871). 

There is a comprehensive account in The Sun and the Moon: The 
Remarkable True Account of Hoaxers, Showmen, Dueling 

Journalists, and Lunar Man-bats in Nineteenth-Century New 
York by Matthew Goodman.  

The articles in The Sun included the method used to construct the 
telescope supposedly used by John Herschel at the Cape in South 
Africa, and a detailed description of the flora and fauna and lunar 
landscape.  

According to "Great astronomical discoveries", John Herschel 
had the idea for the design of the telescope while talking to David 
Brewster (1781–1868). Some of the features of the telescope: 

• The object glass is twenty-four feet in diameter.
• It is made of two parts crown glass, one part flint.
• The lens weighs 14,826 lbs (nearly seven tons).
• It is enclosed in a frame of wood, braced by bars of

copper at the corners. It is suspended on an axis between
two pillars 150 ft high. Levers keep it square with the
observatory.

• The lens magnifies 42,000 times, giving a resolution of
18 inches on the surface of the Moon.

• The image is projected using a hydro-oxygen
microscope.

• In South Africa it was transported by two relief teams of
oxen of eighteen each.

Figure	3: Description of a hydro-oxygen microscope from The 
Gentleman's Magazine, Vol 103, 1833 

Figure 1: Title page of Herschel at the Cape

Figure 2: Lunar animals (Library of Congress) 
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Richard Proctor, in a chapter about the hoax in Myths and 
Marvels of Astronomy wrote, “…the story, though clever, could 
not for an instant have deceived anyone acquainted with the most 
elementary laws of optics.” 

The list of the sights seen on Moon is too long to include all of 
them here. A few examples are: lakes, rivers, trees, caverns, man-
bats (Vespertilio-homo), a beaver without a tail that walks on two 
legs, pelicans and “… sheep, which would not have disgraced the 
farms of Leicestershire”. 

Figure	4:	A Leicestershire Sheep (photo by the author) 

It took some time for news of the Moon Hoax to reach John 
Herschel in South Africa. It is mentioned in two letters in 
Herschel at the Cape: 

Margaret Herschel writing to Caroline Herschel, (Received in 
London, 26th September, Hanover 1st October 1836) 

Have you seen a very clever piece of imagination in an 
American newspaper, giving an account of Herschel’s 
voyage to the Cape with an Instrument [omitted] feet in 
length,& of his wonderful lunar discoveries Birds, beasts 
& fishes of strange shape, landscapes of every colouring, 
extraordinary scenes of lunar vegetation, & groupes of the 
reasonable inhabitants of the Moon with wings at their 
backs, all pass in review before his & his companions’ 
astonished gaze – The whole description is so well 
clenched with minute details of workmanship & names of 
individuals boldly referred to, that the New Yorkists were 
not to be blamed for actually believing it as they did for 
forty eight hours – It is only a great pity that it is not true, 
but if grandsons stride on as grandfathers have done, as 
wonderful things may yet be accomplished. 

John Herschel to Caroline Herschel, 10th January 1837 

PS. I have been pestered from all quarters with that 
ridiculous hoax about the Moon – in English French 
Italian and German!! 

Herschel’s thoughts on the hoax are also given in an unsent letter 
to the Athenaeum, dated 21st August 1836 (Ruskin, 2002).  

Now I should be sorry, for my own sake as well as for that 
of truth, that the world or even the most credulous part of 
it, should be brought to believe in my own personal 
acquaintance with the man in the moon – well knowing 
that I should soon be pestered to death for private 
anecdotes of him and his family…. 

In 1835 there were competing newspapers in New York and 
sensationalist articles boosted circulation, very successfully in 
this case. However, this was not Richard Adams Locke only 
reason for inventing the discoveries on the Moon.  

Locke was born in Somerset and had worked as a journalist in 
both Somerset and London. He had read widely, and had an 
interest in astronomy. However, his political views were not 
acceptable to the readership in Somerset. In 1831 he travelled to 
America with his wife and child, where he found work as a 
journalist. 

In 1840, a letter written by Locke was published in New Era. In it 
he gave his reasons for the hoax. He had intended to write a 
satire, concerned that religion was stifling scientific discovery.  

Two influential writers in this field were James Ferguson (1710–
1776) and Thomas Dick (1774–1857) who wrote about the 
plurality of worlds – all the planets in the Solar System being 
inhabited.  

On 12th July, 1822 Franz von Paula Gruithuisen (1774− 1852) 
observed features on the Moon which he interpreted as a city. 

Figure 5: Population of the Solar System calculated by Thomas Dick. 
From Celestial Scenery, 1848 
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In Celestial Scenery, Thomas Dick calculated the population of 
the Solar System to be 21,894,974,404,480 using the surface area 
of the planets and the population density of England. However, he 
did not expect to see any inhabitants on the Moon, but wrote it 
might be possible to detect their presence in other ways. He wrote 
a pointed foot note about the Moon Hoax 

Also in New York at this time were Edgar Allan Poe (1809 –
1849) and Phineas Taylor (PT) Barnum (1810–1891).  

Poe had recently published a story about a journey to the Moon: 
Hans Phaall – A Tale. He accused The Sun of plagiarism, though 
Poe had used text from John Herschel’s Treatise on Astronomy in 
his own story.  

In PT Barnum’s book of 1866, The Humbugs of the World, there 
is a chapter on the “Moon-Hoax”. 

Barnum is scathing of Thomas Dick’s writings. 

A couple of final points about the Great Moon Hoax: The Sun 
continued to publish after the hoax had been revealed. With some 
name changes and mergers, it lasted until 1950. 

There were some beneficiaries of the hoax. The Sun was sold by 
newsboys on the streets. Like Big Issue sellers today, they had to 
buy the newspaper and then sell it at a profit. They were not 
allowed to return unsold papers. The newsboys not only worked 
on the streets, they lived there, so the additional income made a 
real difference to them 

There are several books in the SHA library with material about 
the hoax and the issues surrounding it. 

Brewster, David, More worlds than one : the creed of the 
philosopher and the hope of the Christian, London, John Murray, 
1854. 

Buttman, Gunther, The Shadow Of The Telescope : A Biography 
Of John Herschel, New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1970. 

Crowe, Michael J, The extraterrestrial life debate 1750-1900 : 
the idea of a plurality of worlds from Kant to Lowell, New York, 
Dover, 1999. 

Dick, Steven J, Plurality of Worlds. The Origins of the 
Extraterrestrial Life Debate from Democritus to Kant, 
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1984. 

Dick, Thomas, Celestial Scenery : or the wonders of the 
planetary system displayed; illustrating the perfections of the 
deity and a plurality of worlds, London, Ward & Co. 1848. 

Evans, David S, Herschel at the Cape. Diaries and 
correspondence 1834-1838, Austin, Texas, University of Texas 
Press, 1969. 

Ferguson, W T and Immelman, R F M, Sir John Herschel and 
Education at the Cape, 1834-1840, Cape Town, Oxford 
University Press, 1961. 

Goodman, Matthew, The Sun and the Moon: The Remarkable 
True Account of Hoaxers, Showmen, Dueling Journalists, and 
Lunar Man-bats in Nineteenth-Century New York, New York: 
Basic Books, 2008. 

Longshaw, Nigel, “Franz von Paula Gruithuisen (1774− 1852) 
and the ‘Lost City in the Moon’”, Journal of the British 
Astronomical Association, April 2018, pp91–93. 

Millburn, John R, Wheelwright of the heavens : the life and work 
of James Ferguson, FRS , London, Vade-Mecum Press, 1988. 

Ruskin, Steven W, “A Newly-discovered Letter of J F W 
Herschel Concerning the Great Moon Hoax”, Journal for the 
History of Astronomy, Vol 33 Part 1, No 110, February, 2002, 
pp71-4. 

Other references 

Barnum, P. T. Barnum, The Humbugs of the World - An Account 
of Humbugs, Delusions, Impositions, Quackeries, Deceits and 
Deceivers Generally, in All Ages, New York, Carleton, 1866. 
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/26640/26640-h/26640-h.htm 

Locke, Richard Adams, The moon hoax; or, A discovery that the 
moon has a vast population of human beings, New York, William 
Gowans, 1859. 
https://archive.org/details/moonhoax00Lock 

Poe, Edgar Allan, The Works of the Late Edgar Allan Poe/Volume 
1/The Adventures of one Hans Pfaall, June 1835 
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_Works_of_the_Late_Edgar_A
llan_Poe/Volume_1/The_Adventures_of_one_Hans_Pfaall 

Proctor, Richard A, Myths and Marvels of Astronomy, London, 
Longman, Green and Co, 1903. 
https://archive.org/details/mythsmarvelsofas00procuoft 

Figure 6: Books in the SHA Library 
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William Sheehan Book Review  - Cosmos: The Art and Science of the Universe. 

Cosmos: The Art and Science of the Universe.  
London: Reaktion Books, Ltd., 2019.  303 pp, 306 illus. 
ISBN: 9781789140545 
Reviewed by William Sheehan 

Astronomy is the most visual of sciences.  There is nothing more awe-
inspiring or beautiful in all of nature than the night sky. It touches us 
like nothing else, and yet we cannot touch it. (Unfortunately, in many 
places, owing to light pollution, we cannot even see it.  Much, perhaps 
the majority, of the world’s population, having grown up in urban 
areas, has never seen the Milky Way.) 

   Given the splendours 
of the heavens, it is 
hardly surprising that 
artists throughout 
history have often 
taken up astronomical 
subjects in their 
endeavors.  Almost 
anyone with a long-
standing interest in 
astronomy will be 
familiar with at least a 
few highly celebrated 
works, such as the 
depiction of Halley’s 
Comet on the Bayeaux 
Tapestry, Giotto’s of 
the same comet on its 

1301 return in the Scrovegni Chapel in Padua, or the fine 
chromolithographs of the last century by Leopold Trouvelot (that 
make one almost willing to forgive his accidental release of the 
gypsy moth into the hardwood forests of New England).  
However, there has not been, to my knowledge, any attempt to 
systematically collect all the art related to astronomy in one place 
until now.  This work by Roberta J.M. Olson, Curator of 
Drawings at the New York Historical Society and Professor 
Emerita of Art History at Wheaton College, Massachusetts, and 
Jay M. Pasachoff, Field Memorial Professor of Astronomy and 
Director of the Hopkins Observatory at Williams College, 
Williamstown, Massachusetts, is very welcome and fills a long-
standing need. 
  The same authors have collaborated on a number of articles on 
various aspects of art in astronomy, including most recently one 
on the Moon, and together wrote a very well-received book, Fire 
in the Sky: Comets and Meteors, the Decisive Centuries, in 
British Art and Science (Cambridge University Press, 1998).  But 
this is their chef-d’oeuvre.  It is no doubt the culmination of 
decades of productive (and no doubt delightful) collaboration, in 
which they go beyond these previous efforts in taking up the 
whole cosmos in producing what really is a feast of art and 
astronomy (and rather daringly, though not inappropriately, 
emulate the one-word title of famed works by Alexander von 
Humboldt and Carl Sagan).  It is fortuitous, by the way, that what 
has obviously been a project long in preparation has reached its 
maturity just as Reaktion Books, which originally began as a 
specialist publisher of art books, has launched an ambitious series 
of astronomy related publications (including The Sun by 
Pasachoff and Leon Golub), and so have found a publisher which, 
in an era too often marked by shortcuts and poor quality, still take 
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care in holding themselves to a very high standard.  As an author 
who has published with publishers of both descriptions, I know 
how much this means. 
   The text is solid, and full of valuable information, though as 
with a tour guide in an art gallery, readers will no doubt decide 
either to delve deep or start wandering off by themselves “into the 
mystical moist night air” to look up in silence at the stars.  The 
illustrations are superbly selected and reproduced, and cannot be 
praised enough.  There are only a few cases where the designers 
have failed; one, a triptych of eclipse paintings by Howard 
Russell Butler (somewhat confusingly captioned ‘solar eclipses of 
1918, 1923, 1925 and 1926’, even though only three are shown) 
is marred by the fact that the middle painting falls just on the 
page break. I found myself often regretting the fact that works 
mentioned in the text were not included in the book, and the 
picture credits, which include where the original works are to be 
found, are all thrown together at the back of the book rather than 
together with the picture—so that one has to do quite a bit of 
sleuthing to find a source.  (I realise that this was a format 
preferred by the publisher rather than the predilection of the 
authors.). But these are merely a reviewer’s quibbles.  The book 
is lavish, well produced, deep in erudition, and is so well 
accomplished that it will be quite unnecessary for anyone, in the 
foreseeable future, to attempt it again, so completely and 
masterfully does it fulfil its niche. 
   Perusal of the book occasioned many reflections.  I could not 
help but notice that many of the most dramatic works of art have 
involved eclipses and comets—and this reminded me of the fact 
that many of those who went on to pursue careers in astronomy 
did so after seeing, usually in pre-adolescence, an eclipse or a 
comet, which stirred them to awe and wonder.  (Percival Lowell, 
for instance, as a three-year old, stood in awe of Donati’s 
comet—one of the most beautiful celestial apparitions of all time 
and subject of several impressive paintings here--‘halfway up a 
winding staircase, gazing with all his soul where a stranger 
stood’.) 

 I also found it curious that among professional astronomers, 
there have been many more who have taken to math (and even 
music) than to visual arts.  I suppose this is because astronomy 
has aspired to be a quantitative science, whereas art involves 
more qualitative ways of knowing, but whatever the reasons, it is 

Figure 1:  Donati’s Comet, 7:30 p.m., 5 October 1858, painted by 
William Turner of Oxford. Fig. 174 in Olson and Pasachoff, Cosmos: 
The Art and Science of the Universe. 
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no doubt true—and I am reminded of a comment from the 
spacecraft era, when a project manager for NASA’s unmanned 
Ranger spacecraft missions to the Moon, said dismissively, 
“Pictures, that’s not science.  That’s just public information’.   
Fortunately, no one would think that now. 

As stunning as eclipse and comets are, everything in the sky has 
had its devotees.  I myself have always been especially interested 
in the way that humans have learned to see the Moon and 
planets—probably for no better reason than that as a youngster in 
the pre-spacecraft era, I spent countless hours trying to tease out 
details on the surfaces of these objects.  I learned—and the reader 
who wishes to find evidence of this can find abundance of it 
here—that most of what we ‘see’ is actually, and misleadingly, 
what we ‘know’ (and much of what we ‘know’ is wrong).   We 
go about chasing down our preconceptions—we go about, as the 
poet John Keats once said, ‘hurrying like Mercury rather than 
sitting like Jove’.  So in the end we fail to see what is before us.  
Instead we need to be like Monet, who said: When you go out to 
paint, try to forget what object you have before you, a tree, a 
house, a field, or whatever.  Merely think, here is a little square of 
blue, here an oblong of pink, here a streak of yellow, and paint it 
just as it looks to you, the exact colour and shape, until it gives 
you your own naïve impression of the scene before you.’  Or as 
John Ruskin put it in Modern Painters (Vol. III, Part IV, Chapter 
16, Section 28), ‘The greatest thing a human soul ever does in this 
world is to see something, and tell what they saw in a plain way.  
Hundreds of people can talk for one who can think, but thousands 
think for one who can see.  To see clearly is poetry, prophecy and 
religion, all in one.’ 

 This morning, as I walked the dog, I pondered the gibbous moon, 
seen in daylight against a blue sky.  I thought how easy it should 
have been for artists of the skill of those represented in this book 
to represent the dark areas correctly, and yet, as one can see from 
the examples in this lavish book, it proved in fact to be very 
difficult to capture successfully the delicate creamy white and 
bluish spots.  Until the 15th and 16th centuries, when Van Eyck 
and Leonardo made naturalistic drawings of the Moon, most 
people simply set down symbols, abstractions, which stood for 
the Moon rather than showed it. 
   The art works in this book, set against its text, testifies to the 
fact that each one has an implied perspective, a ‘point of view’.  
This was well established by the time Filippo Brunelleschi, the 
great Florentine architect, discovered as early as 1425 how 
susceptible to illusion an observer was who looked at things 
under special and severely restricted conditions, such as when the 
eye’s view is restricted by a hole.  He used this discovery (which 
contains the germ of the theory of perspective) to create a 
skillfully composed picture of the Baptisterium in Florence in 
which the observer could not distinguish his picture from a mirror 
image of the thing itself.  Leonardo (who may have had his own 
unusual way of seeing things, as he appears, according to some 
recent scholars, to have suffered from severe dyslexia—perhaps 
an advantage in painting) would later comment rather caustically 
that the artist does not paint for one-eyed observers with their 
eyes in fixed positions.  But astronomers—at least until binocular 
eyepieces began to be used in recent times—were exactly in the 
same position as those who looked through a hole at 
Brunelleschi’s illusion, and there is ultimately no escaping the 
fact of implied perspective, or point of view. 
SHA Bulletin 32 Autumn 2019

   In his seminal work on the psychology of art, Art and Illusion, 
E.H. Gombrich emphasises that there is no such thing as an 
‘innocent eye.’  (Art and Illusion: a study in the psychology of 
pictorial representation. Princeton University Press: Bollingen 
Series XXXV-5, 1956.) The eye brings all its experience, its 
particular techniques for creating illusion (such as that of 
perspective that allows a three-dimensional world to be transferred 
convincingly to a two-dimensional surface), its knowledge of the 
way that a colour is perceived not in itself but in relation to the 
colours that surround it.  It also sees in terms of the schemas 
imposed on it by other artists, in terms of its inheritance of culture 
and tradition (Gombrich, p. 313)

The artist starts from a schema—usually the point his predecessors 
had reached in the task of representation—and he strives for 
corrections, which approximate ever closer to the real world. 

You must have a starting point, a standard of comparison, in order 
to begin that process of making and matching and remaking.  The 
artist cannot start from scratch but he can criticize his forerunners.  
The evidence of history suggests that all artistic innovation involves 
the systematic comparison of past achievements and present motifs. 
 Thus, every work of art is in some sense a synopsis of art history.  
It is not itself alone, but the latest in a succession of art works that 
trail off ultimately to the cave art of Lascaux or Chauvet (when the 
cave bear—Ursus spelaeus—still lived, and perhaps inspired the 
constellation Ursa Major before it was hunted by our species to 
extinction), or the Western Cape of South Africa.  

Homo sapiens has apparently always been an art-producing species, 
and the history of art so brilliantly documented here spans from 
those Upper Paleolithic caves to Mariner, Viking, Voyager, Galileo, 
Cassini, Juno and Hubble.  If we are true to that inheritance, we will 
never again make the mistake of the Ranger project manager who 
said that pictures are not science.  In fact, they are the greatest form 
of science.  We are primates, and as primates we are intensely visual 
creatures, owing for our very survival such adaptations as color 
vision, binocular vision, central vision for detail, peripheral vision 
to catch the fleeting aspect of potential danger.  Our primate 
ancestors were also arboreal, and developed hands with opposable 
thumbs for grasping vines and plucking berries which eventually 
evolved into a capacity to wield screwdrivers and paint brushes.   

We have left the trees, and for the leafy canopy exchanged the 
greater, starry one.  As primates, we continue to exult in the legacies 
of eye and brain and hand that have produced the images of this 
book.   

But as primates, we also have much to answer for.  We have sullied 
the sky with light and soot, until it has become a faded fresco--yet it 
is not too late to ‘restore’ it.  The images here remind us of what we 
cannot afford to lose, and may serve as an invitation to the even 
greater splendors that inspired them.  

William Sheehan 
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The Greg Observatory in Lancaster 

Lancaster’s Greg Observatory by Denis Buczynski. 

Inspired by Paul Haley’s observatory series member Denis 
Buczynsk sent in information and images on two observatories 
the first is the Greg Observatory which was once housed in  
Williamson's Park, Lancaster. The second is Stirling 
Observatory in Scotland.  

The Greg Observatory 1892, Williamson's Park, Lancaster- Built 
by Lancaster Corporation for the preservation and use of 

astronomical instruments presented by Albert 
Greg of Escowbeck. It was opened by the 
Astronomer Royal of Scotland, Dr. Copeland 
on 29th July 1892 The main instrument was an 
8 inch aperture f/15 refractor made by Thomas 
Cooke of York.  

The location of the observatory in the City’s 
Williamson Park 
can be seen in this 
1953 image.  

The observatory is 
the small domed 
building below and 
to the left of the 
imposing Ashton 
Memorial. Another 
view of the 
observatory is here: 

At the opening ceremony a key was presented to the Astronomer 
Royal for Scotland Ralph Copeland. Seen here in these images.  

The observatory fell into disuse between the two world wars and 
was finally 
demolished 
by the 
Lancaster 
City Council 
in 1960.All 
that remains 
today (2014) 
are the 
ruined 

foundations seen here. 

Further Information:  A history of the Greg Observatory was written by local 
astronomer Peter Wade and published in the JBAA: 
https://tinyurl.com/y6gw3oh3.  

Another paper by the same author detailed the astronomy of the period in 
Lancaster.: https://tinyurl.com/yyyhzb4h  There is this link to a pdf by Peter 
Wade : https://tinyurl.com/y4wwezna 

A Wikipedia entry of Escowbeck the home of John Greg who donated the 
observatory and telescope to Lancaster City in 1892 is here: 
https://tinyurl.com/y66yw3j2 A Wikipedia entry John Greg’s father Samuel 
Greg is here: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samuel_Greg 
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 Stirling High School Observatory  Dennis Buczynski
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The second observatory that Denis speaks about is the 
Observatory and Telescope in Stirling (Scotland).  

Whilst staying in Stirling with my wife and a friend I noticed the 
copper domed observatory on the top of a fine looking old stone 
building overlooking the centre of the City. I took a few images 
of it as we walked by on the way up to Stirling Castle.  

 

The copper domed observatory on top of The Old High School on 
Spitall Street 

The Old High School is now a hotel and listed building 

A closer view of the copper clad dome. 

A history of the observatory, its founding and the provision of an 
instrument can be found at the website of the Stirling 
Astronomical Society at this link: 
http://www.stirlingastronomicalsociety.org.uk/telescope.html 

The telescope inside the dome is an unusual one for a public 
observatory. It is a long focus Newtonian Reflector. Mostly 
telescopes installed in public observatories are of the Refractor 
design. The image below is a picture of the telescope taken from 
the Society website: 

The Stirling 
Astronomical 
Society produced 
an information 
sheet about the 
history of the 
observatory. 
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Stirling High School Observatory Dennis Buczynski

Image 10: Denis Buczynski 
observing at the Newtonian focus. 

Image 11: A test of the mirror was 
made by Orion Optics in the UK 
some years ago and the result is 
shown in this mirror map provided to 
Stirling Astronomical Society. 

Image12: View of the spider, 
secondary and main mirror and inside 
the tube. 

Image 13: Plaque installed on the 
tube. 

Then, during the observing session that 
evening, the gibbous moon was well 
placed and the telescope was pointed at 
it. The view was what would be 
expected. A large image scale evident 
due to the long focal length of the 
telescope and although the observing 
position on top of a tall step ladder was 
somewhat precarious this did not stop 4 
of the hotel guests climbing to the top 
and  getting their first look at the moon. 
I was a little amused that their first 
reaction was to try and take an afocal 
image of the moon with their 
smartphones. This old telescope has 
survived over 125 years and long may 
that continue. The image from the 
telescope was unable to be assessed for 
quality, a large number of people present 
inside a small dome does not provide a 
good environment to critically judge the 
optics. However I did suspect that the 
mirror, although good was not perfect. 
This is what could be expected given the 
age of the mirror and the maker, 
although he was a famous figure was a 
relative unknown ( to me) as a telescope 
mirror maker.  This is not to take 
anything away from the instrument, it is 
an excellent and unusual example of an 
early Victorian reflecting telescope and 
should, in my opinion, be retained as it 
was made.   
Written and compiled by Denis 
Buczynski at Tarbatness in Highland 
Scotland.

With thanks to Stirling Astronomical 
Society.

Highland Scotland. 
With thanks to Stirling Astronomical
Society. 

On the next page I have included images taken from the information 
sheet they provided about the telescope (Images 1, 2 and 3). 

The images on the following pages were pictures taken during my 
visit: 

Image 4: The Calver no 1 mount 

Image 5: The dome rotation mechanism. 

Image 6: An article showing the telescope as it was in 1889. 

Image 7: The sector drive, originally weight driven. 

Image 8: The wooden cladding inside the dome. 

Image 9: The Declination adjustment
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Images	1,2	and	3		from	the	Informa3on	Sheet	

1	

2

3	
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Finding the residence of Fiammetta Wilson Janice McClean 
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My dear fellow member at Crayford MHASD, Debra Holton, sent 
me an intriguing article a few weeks ago from the Antiquarian 
Astronomer.  It was a biography of Fiammetta Wilson written by 
Bill Barton and in it he mentioned that she had rented a house in 
Hansol Road Bexleyheath between 1914 and early 1916.  At the 
time she was married to Sydney Wilson. 
Well, this was just a challenge as I live in that road of which only 
17 Victorian villas had been built at that time.  I had to find out 
which one was theirs, and subconsciously I was hoping against 
hope that it would be mine!  Wishful thinking that perhaps some 
of her great intellect would rub off on me.  In those days the 
houses all had names not numbers and some of them were still 
named.  Fiammetta had called their house Zavijava, the Arabic 
name for the star B Virginis, but such a name was unlikely 
amongst all the ‘Twyfords’ and ‘Devonias’ listed in the 1911 
census that Bill forwarded to me.  I took a walk down the street to 
discover if any still had their old names and one or two did, but 
the numbers made no sense with the 1911 census.  What to do!. 
Bexley Library has a beautiful archive room and so I made 
contact with the Heritage and Archives Services and was put in 
contact with Oliver Wooller, and his boss Jes, two of the kindest 
and most dedicated archivists it has been my pleasure to meet 
outside of the BAA.  They duly called up the beautifully hand-
written Rates and Residents Books from the stores. They emailed 
me a few days later to say that the books had arrived.  With 
excitement I walked up to the library and introduced them to the 
history of Fiammetta and her background.  Both were intrigued 
and asked for copies of Bill’s article for their ‘Famous People of 
Bexley’ Christmas display.  Then we began going through the 
registers, comparing the development of the road with the early 
large scale maps and plans, got side-lined into looking at the 
original plans of my own house of course.   Between the 1911 
census and the 1909 directory and the 1916 of 1st April 1916 Rate 
books we discovered that indeed a Sydney Wilson, Fiammetta 

husband was renting a house, but with no name. But then he 
reappeared in the next book and the house was named Fairview.  
By 7th April 1916 his name had been scratched out but the house 
was renamed Jutland, no doubt after the battle that year.  By then 
we had a fuller list of all the house names and by a process of 
deduction worked out that Jutland was number 33, the house that 
Fiammetta had rented with her husband. So alas not my house, 
but just a brush with fame! 

Janice McClean 
BAA Council and Board 

FINDING THE RESIDENCE 
OF FIAMMETTA WILSON 
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This year the SHA held a two day Spring conference in Oxford, 
with a base at St Anne’s College. It was a joint event of the 
SHA, the Paris Observatory and the Société Astronomique de 
France. This was a most successful event and following is a 
summary of the events from the two days.  

Friday 12th April : Walking Tour of Astronomical Oxford 

People booked on the walking tour were met by John Chuter 
outside the Museum for the History of Science at 9.30am where 
they were split into two groups of 15. We welcomed our French 
guests who were joining us on the walking tour. Each group, in 

turn, then went to the Museum and Library, before moving onto 
the Radcliffe Observatory or vice versa. 

Ken Taylor and Lee McDonald were our guides at the Museum 
and Library and the following are from their summaries: 

Taken from Ken’s summary. 

“I tried to capture a good selection of objects in the museum as 

well as a bit of the history to give your group a glimpse of our 
museum. So the objects in my “top ten” were: 

Entrance gallery; The Chinese Incense clocks. Selenographia 
Moon Globe by John Russell Mural Quadrant. John Russell’s 
Moon Portrait Herschel Reflecting Telescope. Armillary Sphere 
(top floor Old Ashmolean Room), Queen Elizabeth I astrolabe. 
Geared Astrolabe Wheatstone’s Polar Clock, Electromagnetic 
Clock (Basement – old chemistry laboratory),  

The Marconi Collection; The original 1898 receiver used in 
Marconi’s first UK demonstration, The wooden dish transmitter 
and receiver used in the Salisbury Plain tests 1898, The telephone 
receiver used in the 1901 transatlantic tests. The microphone used 
by Dame Nellie Melba in her historic 1920 transmission from 
Chelmsford, A 1922 crystal set and two valve receiver. 

And finally the Blackboard used by Albert Einstein, Oxford, May 
16th, 1931 

I added in a couple of astronomical objects I thought you group 
might be interested in so it’s more like a top dozen. You can 
search the collections database here https://hsm.ox.ac.uk/database 
for more details on the objects.” 

Taken from Lee McDonald’s summary of the Library tour: 

“Participants viewed the following five items from the History of 
Science Museum’s Library and Archives: 

1) Kalendarium by Regiomontanus

2) Selenographia by Johannes Hevelius.

3) Mécanique Céleste by Pierre-Simon Laplace (Volume 1).

4) Hartwell House Commonplace Book (MS Gunther 10).

5) ‘Experiments on the construction of Specula. Vol 1’, original
notebook of William Herschel (MS University Observatory 6).”

It was very exciting for all the participants to view the wonderful 
books and objects in person, with the added expertise of the 
guides who were on hand to answer all the questions they had.  
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The Radcliffe Observatory was the second site visited in the 
morning where our guides were Professor Jeff Burley and 
Roger Hutchins 

This is the summary sent by Roger Hutchins of our visit to the 
Radcliffe Observatory where we had privileged access to parts 
not normally open to the public. 

“In 1820 when reform in science was afoot, the principle 
observatories of Europe (there were none in North America, or of 
any account elsewhere) were just three royal and national – Paris 
(1667), Greenwich (1675), and Palermo (1790) – and three 
university observatories – Oxford (1772), Dublin (1783), and 
Konigsberg (1810). 

Oxford’s Savilian Professor of Astronomy, Thomas Hornsby, 
persuaded the trustees of Dr John Radcliffe’s estate to begin in 
1772 to build an observatory for his use. Crucially, he achieved 
urgency in ordering a suite of large instruments with ‘new 
technology’ achromatic object glasses from the finest English 
maker, John Bird. Already working the great 8-foot quadrants in 
1773, and Bird’s transit instrument the following year, Hornsby 
established an institution in the international first rank. 

Originally on a nine-acre green field site at the edge of Oxford, 
the Observatory, long acknowledged as the finest Georgian 
building in Oxford (or even the galaxy!)  is now at the centre of a 
lovely garden and is owned by Templeton Green College. A 
decade ago Professor Jeff Burley led the fundraising that 
achieved a splendid restoration, and he welcomed the SHA and 
our French guests by relating the design and history of the 
remarkable building, and of the college. 

Inside, the whole of the first floor (now a common room) was 
once a lecture room and library. There the portraits included a 
rare one of Hornsby. Above, in the magnificent octagonal 
observing room, SHA’s Roger Hutchins told the story of the 
succession of observers who from 1773 to 1935 had lived in the 
adjacent house, born the soul wearying burden of reducing and 
publishing observations, the strained relationship with the 
university which had not paid a penny towards the magnificent 
observatory, and by neglect lost the use of it in 1839, and then 
each Radcliffe Observer’s struggle to obtain new instruments. 

The architecture of the building is unique and to be savoured. 
Several of the important instruments were seen when visiting the 
nearby History of Science Museum – one of the splendid mural 
quadrants, a Dollond refractor, a Herschel reflector, and 
Hornsby’s own original 32-inch portable quadrant by Bird. 
Explained in sequence, the poignant stories of the Radcliffe 
Observers illuminate the challenges of all astronomers in the 19th 
century.” 

A private visit on a sunny day to a very beautiful observatory of 
considerable institutional significance, a thought-provoking 
impression emerged. The SHA is very grateful to Professor 
Burley for this highlight visit of the weekend. 

Most of the participants then made their way to Pierre Victoire 
where we all had a superb lunch in a private room. After lunch 
Christopher Taylor was one guides of the afternoon walking tour 
of Oxford. The following forms part of Christopher’s Summary 
of the walk:- 

“Roger Hutchins, Rowena Archer (fellow of Brasenose and Tutor 
in Medieval History at Christ Church) and I conducted a group of 
30 of the conference participants on a 3½-mile  walking tour of 
‘Astronomical Oxford’, with parts of the medieval city-walls and 
some of Wren’s earliest buildings thrown in for good measure. 
We started with a stroll down St. Giles past St. John’s College 
and Balliol, where the incomparable Bradley was a student, 
turned left by the ancient pre-conquest tower of St. Michael’s 
into Ship Street for a mention of the hidden section of the 13th–
century town defences running along the north side of that little-
frequented street and then back into ‘The Broad’ on route for the 
gatehouse-tower of the Bodleian Library. From its  construction 
circa 1615, the top floor of that tower was the university’s first 
observatory, until the Radcliffe opened for business in the 1770’s. 
It was here that the first Savilian Professor, John Bainbridge, 
taught Keplerian planetary theory as early as the 1620’s and his 
successor Thomas Hornsby observed the transit of Venus in 1769. 
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Thence to All Souls to view the splendid mural sundial said to be 
of Wren’s design while he was a fellow of the college, by way of 
a brief diversion down New College Lane for ‘The Astronomer’s 
House’, still sporting Halley’s observatory on its roof. From 
there, a walk down ‘The High’ – one of England’s grandest 
streets – past Halley’s college, Queens, took us to Magdalen and 
the Botanic Garden, where Roger told us something of 
astronomy at the college, of Daubeny’s teaching observatory in 
the mid-19th century and of William Parsons, later

the third Earl of  Rosse, being an undergraduate there in the early 
1820’s. Turning back westwards, Rose Lane took us down to 
Dead Man’s Walk along the south run of the old city walls past 
that powerhouse of 14th-century science, Merton College, where 
Henry Savile, the founder of the Savilian professorships, lectured 
on Copernicus’ De Revolutionibus in 1570. Finally, passing 
Hornsby’s college, Corpus, with a nod to the curious polygonal 
sundial in front quad, we arrived at the back gate of Christ 
Church for our appointed private visit to the library. Allan 
Chapman joined and welcomed us. 

In the magnificent Upper Library of Christ Church we were 
welcomed by Dr.Cristina Neagu, Curator of Special Collections, 
who had put on display a mouth-watering selection of the 
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library’s astronomical treasures for our especial benefit: first 
editions of Brahe, Galileo, Kepler, Hevelius, Newton’s Principia, 

etc, etc, in addition to a beautiful 14th-century manuscript and the 
first edition of that ultimate ‘coffee-table’ incunabulum the Liber 
Chronicarum of 1493, better known as the Nuremberg Chronicle. 
Nor was that all, for as outrageous luck would have it our visit 
also coincided with the library’s current special  exhibition 
Thinking 3D: The Mathematics of Space, in which was displayed 
some beautiful celestial and planetary globes, curious modern 
orreries, some of the astronomical mss. of David Gregory (Sav. 
Prof. Ast. 1691-1708) and early printed mathematical and 
astronomical books, including Copernicus’ De Revolutionibus of 
1543 and Kepler’s Mysterium Cosmographicum 1596. 

Altogether, truly a feast for the historian of astronomy! 
Incidentally, it may surprise some to learn that Christ Church has 
particularly strong scientific traditions, which is reflected in the 
holdings of early scientific books in the library. These are 
especially rich because of two specific bequests, those of Charles 
Boyle, 4th Earl of Orrery (he of the planetary machine, and a 
Ch.Ch. man), in 1731 and of David Gregory (as above) via his 
son David Gregory, Dean of Christ Church 1756-67. 

After that, dinner at St. Anne’s beckoned but a few hardy souls 
joined Roger and I to take in the 1875 University Observatory in 
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the heart of the hideous modern Science Area, on the way back to 
the college – and so across the University Parks (where some 
2000 people watched the transit of Venus in 2004) to victuals, 
liquid refreshment and excellent conversation. In concluding, I’d 
like to give a hearty ‘thank you’ to Roger, without whom it would 
have been very difficult to conduct a group of this size around the 
town, and whose expert knowledge of Oxford’s astronomical 
history, especially in the period 1750-1950, added greatly to the 
value of the tour.” 

As Christopher mentions there followed an evening meal at St 
Anne’s for those who had booked thereof. Thanks must be given 
to the staff at St Anne’s who went out of their way to ensure 
everything went very smoothly. 

Saturday April 13th:  A day of lectures Held in the Tsuzuki 
Lecture Theatre 

Delegates arrived at Anne’s College on the morning of Saturday 
13th 2019, to be met by Gerard, our Chairman. He was ready with 
the welcome packs for our French guests and many members of 
the SHA as they arrived, completely filling the lecture theatre. 

There followed a day of talks, interspersed by a fine buffet lunch. 

Here, in the order of play, are summaries of the talks we heard on 
the day. 

1. William Sheehan – The discovery of the Outer Planets

The day commenced with the eminent guest speaker Dr William 
Sheehan from the USA.  His presentation was titled “The 
Discovery of the Outer Planets” and he opened the talk with a 
note about the anniversary of John Couch Adams, who was born 
200 years ago. A person who excelled at mathematics, he played 
a large role in the important but disputed events surrounding the 
discovery of Neptune. Bill explained that the roots of this tale 
should find itself back with Newton and progress on work with 
the inverse square law, stating that the discovery of Neptune was 
the “the Zenith of Newtonian mechanics”. The French had been 
the most successful at taken on Newton’s legacy, although the 
18th century saw increased accuracy of astronomical 
measurements in the UK which lead in part to the discovery of 
Uranus. By the early 19th century mathematical teaching at 
Cambridge University was some of the most advanced in the 
world. It was rigorous and demanding. Couch Adams excelled 
under the teaching, although preparation for the exams would 
have taken much of his time. Therefore, the search for a new 
planet (Neptune) would be something he undertook within the 
vacations and not an urgent project. After further discussion about 
all the players involvements within the discovery of Neptune, Bill 
spoke about the Kuiper belt, Pluto and the Oort cloud and how 
our understanding of the solar system is evolving even today. 

2. Meropi Merfouli (for Suzanne Débarbat)- Le Verrier, Arago
and the Bureau des Longitudes

During the nineteenth century François Arago (1786 1853) and 
Urbain Le Verrier (1811-1877) held similar and enriching 
functions in both French astronomical Institutions, Paris 
Observatory and the Bureau of Longitudes. With one generation 
gap, both died at the same age, both sick and having suffered in 
their last years. They both had had descendants that Madame 
Débarbat had met and discussed with on several occasions. 

Meropi Merfouli

William Sheehan
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History recognises them for their scientific achievements and the 
political role they played in the direction of Paris Observatory in 
relation with the Bureau of Longitudes. It is a fact that they have 
proved to be very different in their scientific and political 
conduct. 

Arago always steered young scholars and Astronomers towards 
important physical or astronomical researches. He was the one 
that steered Le Verrier towards the research of the cause of the 
perturbation of Uranus’ orbital motion. That led Le Verrier to  the 
discovery of a new planet, Neptune, one of the greatest scientific 
breakthroughs. Under Arago’s direction, the Observatory 
depended on the Bureau of Longitudes (politically, financially 
etc.) and scientists and astronomers from both Institutions were 
working together. A characteristic example is Hervé Faye’s and 
Paul Auguste Ernest Laugier’s work on the improvement of 
Astronomical Pendulum Clocks. 

Under Le Verrier’s direction this cooperation came to an end. Le 
Verrier offered the Observatory of Paris its complete 
independence. Le Verrier’s severe and authoritarian conduct 
towards his colleagues and peers. led to resignation of his 
Director duties, and he was replaced by Charles Delaunay. He 
resumed his duties shortly after Charles Delaunay’s sudden death. 

Arago and Le Verrier, each in their own way, and in very 
different forms, participated in the evolution of 19th century 
astronomy. 

3. Jean-Claude Berçu – Donati’s comet over Balliol and Trinity
Colleges, Oxford, 5 October 1858

‘Donati’s comet [1858] appeared right at the dawn of modern 
astrophysics, when techniques like spectroscopy and 
astrophotography where being applied for the first time to the 
study of celestial objects. This was also a time of strong and 
widespread interest in scientific discoveries and in the 
popularization of science. Traces of the comet’s passage and of 
it’s impact on Victorian society are found in books, illustrated 
magazines, diaries and letters. It’s unique shape was represented 
in engravings, watercolour’s and paintings ranging from 
naturalism to symbolism. Donati’s comet was not only an 
astronomical phenomenon of worldwide resonance but also a 
SHA Bulletin 32 Autumn 2019

media event of its day and age, celebrated by journalists, artists 
and scientific alike.’ 

Comet Donati, or Donati’s Comet, formally designated C/1858 
L1 and 1858 VI, is a long-period comet named after the Italian 
astronomer Giovanni Battista Donati who first observed it on 
June 2, 1858. After the Great Comet of 1811, it was the most 
brilliant comet that appeared in the 19th century. It was also the 
first comet to be photographed. Donati (1826-1873) graduated 
from the university of Pisa, and afterwards joined the Observatory 
of Florence in 1852. He was appointed director in 1864. He was a 
pioneer in the spectroscopic study of the stars, the Sun, and 
comets. Between 1854 and 1864 he discovered six new comets, 
including the spectacular Comet Donati. 

The definitive orbits for the comet were calculated by Friedrich 
Emil von Asten, German astronomer, and George William Hill, 
American astronomer, the latter’s based on nearly 1000 positions. 
Due to its long elliptical orbit, it is estimated that Donati’s Comet 
will not be seen passing by Earth again until the 4th millennium. 
Parameters of the comet C/1858 L1 can be found on JPL Small-
Body Data Browser. 

Comet’s Donati was painted by many artists : in France over 
Paris, in Great-Britain over Cambridge Observatory, Greenwich 
Observatory, Pegwell Bay, London, even near the Mexican 
border and Melbourne Observatory. The comet over Oxford can 
be seen on two paintings : William Turner of Oxford (1789–
1862) : Donati’s Comet, Oxford, 7:30 p.m., 5 Oct. 1858 (Yale 
Centre for British Art) and a Victorian transparency of Donati’s 
Comet over Balliol College and Trinity College, Oxford, near the 
Star Arcturus, 5 October 1858 (197 x 280 mm – Maas Gallery, 
London) by Anonymous (when holding the transparency in front 
of a candle, the stars twinkled thanks to pinholes). 

This transparency was painted at 7:30 p.m. in front of the chapel 
of Balliol college in Broad Street. There is an opportunity to 
check its accuracy thanks to JPL Horizons ephemerides and 
Google Maps 3D. The discrepancy between the painting and the 
JPL results (at 7:30 the azimuth of the comet was 284.908° and 
its elevation 13.3649°) is less than a few degrees so, while the 
painting is not a scientific work it is still quite accurate. 

At the time, a diagram was published, responding to the discovery 
of the comet. It made its nearest approach to Earth on 10 October 
1858, just five days after this print was published. This diagram 
was based on observations by John Russell Hind (1823-1895), 
Superintendent of the Nautical Almanac Office, and Richard 
Farley, Chief Assistant at the NAO. The central dial can be 
moved round to calculate the position of the comet against the 
background of the principal constellations and text on the card 
gives instructions to the user. The number of scientific papers is 
quite impressive such as Bond, G. P., Fette, H. G., & Watts, J. W. 
(1858). An Account of Donati’s Comet of 1858. 

The first attempt known to photograph a comet was made by 
George Bond, an American astronomer, on 28 September 1858 at 
Harvard, with the 15-inch refractor. But the very first photograph 

Jean-Claude Berçu
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of a comet was taken by an English commercial photographer, 
William Usherwood on Walton Commons, unfortunately the 
picture itself was lost. It is very interesting to note that on many 
artistic works, the comet Donati near Arcturus is accurately 
depicted. 

Donati’s Comet was the most-observed of the century due to its 
excellent visibility in dark skies for Northern Hemisphere 
viewers, particularly in Europe, and fine weather in September 
and October. William Henry Smyth, an English astronomer, 
recalled it as “one of the most beautiful objects that I have ever 
seen”. Donati himself, a relatively obscure figure, was propelled 
to the status of an astronomical hero, and the comet helped 
cultivate a general enthusiasm for astronomy among the public.’ 

4. A Short talk by Eddie Carpenter – Isaac Roberts and Dorothea
Klumpke

Eddie gave the details of the lives of Isaac Roberts and Dorothea 
Klumpke who had met in Norway in 1896 and married in 1902. 

Dorothea had worked at the Observatoire de Paris. Eddie has 
acquired a book produced by Dorothea after Isaac’s death entitled 
“Isaac Roberts’ atlas of 52 regions: A guide to William 

Herschel’s fields of nebulosity : supplement to the edition 
commemorating Isaac Roberts’ centenary, 1829-1904 by Mrs 
Isaac Roberts nee Dorothea Klumpke”. This was available for 
participants to see in the lecture theatre. 

The superb Buffet lunch then followed. The afternoon talks began 
with Ian Ridpath 

5. Ian Ridpath – A History of Constellations.

Ian spoke passionately on one of his favourite subjects, the 
history of constellations. This talk  from the SHA Antiquarian 
Astronomer editor coincided perfectly with the release of the 
updated Star Tales the sought-after book on this topic.  A review 
of this book will appear in the next Bulletin magazine Issue 33. 

“In the days before writing, storytellers used the sky as a picture 
book to illustrate their tales of gods, mythical heroes and 
fabulous beasts. Those pictures among the stars were the origin 

of our system of constellations. Today, the entire sky is divided 
into 88 constellations of varying shapes and sizes. This talk, 
which includes illustrations from some of the world’s greatest 
star atlases, will trace the origin of the constellation system back 
to Greek times and explain who filled in the gaps between the 
ancient Greek figures, who decided on the official boundaries 
between constellations, and how the names of certain stars came 
about.” 

6. Mike Frost – Lady Pioneers of the British Astronomical
Association

Mike is the BAA historical section Chair and very 
knowledgeable about the first ladies to join the BAA. The ladies 
could join the BAA before there was female membership of the 
RAS. One such lady was Mary Acworth Evershed (nee Orr) – 
Born Plymouth, Lived Surrey (when in UK), who was a member 
of the BAA Solar Eclipse trip to Norway in 1896. Also to go on 
eclipse trips was Elizabeth Brown (1830-99) who was born and 

lived in Cirencester. Many of the Pioneer ladies seemed to have 
an Irish background, this included Margaret, Lady Huggins (nee 
Lindsay) – Born Dublin, lived Tulse Hill, Agnes Clerke – Born 

Eddie Carpenter

Ian Ridpath

Mike Frost
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Skibbereen, County Cork, lived London and Annie Scott Dill 
Maunder (nee Russell) – Born Strabane. Several them had 
worked as computers for Greenwich observatory including 
Annie Scott Maunder, who would marry Walter Maunder and 
continue working within the field including on sunspots. Many 
more names were mentioned, and it showed the interest in 
astronomy within Victorian female circles 

7. David Valls-Gabaud – Herschel’s Least known Telescope

Among many other observing programmes, William Herschel 
sought to observe unresolved nebulae, some of which being 
large enough to “outvie our Milky Way in grandeur”. This 
required larger telescopes, and whilst the 20-ft and 40-ft 
telescopes are well-known, the convoluted and surprising story 
of Herschel’s second largest telescope is worth recalling. 

David recounted the building of a replica William Herschel’s 
second largest telescope by the University of Madrid based on a 
beautiful book discovered by the University. David showed 
pictures of a replica copy he had managed to purchase. The 
telescope can now be visited at the University. John Chuter 
managed to track down a replica copy which he purchased. 
Picture shown here. 

8. Short talk by Daniel Ravier – The use of Jacob’s Staff
(wearing period costume)

Daniel had made a copy of Jacob’s Staff and with the help of a 
volunteer, Gerard, our chairman, not in costume, Daniel 
demonstrated its use in the measurement of distant objects. 

This concluded a most interesting day and a most 
successful conference.  After Gerard’s final words, 
everyone made their farewells and departures. There is 
already talk of a return visit to France or even further 
afield. 

Text: Speakers, guides. John Chuter and Carolyn 
Kennett 

Pictures: Jean-Claude Berçu,  John Chuter, Michael 
White  
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David Valls-Gabaud

Daniel Ravier

Gerard Gilligan the SHA Chairman being trained in 
the use of Jacob's Staff by Daniel Ravier.
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Lunar landing memorabilia 

Kevin Kilburn 

In SHA Bulletin 31, Spring, 2019, Carolyn 
Kennet invited SHA members to write about their 
lunar landing memorabilia. 

The late 1960’s was the time when I was most 
interested in the moon and all things Apollo. I was 
a member of the BAA Lunar Section, then directed 
by Patrick Moore and sent observations to him 
fairly regularly.  

I lived with my widowed mother and younger sister 
near the centre of a Lancashire mill town, Ashton-
under-Lyne, about seven miles east of Manchester, 
so the moon and planets were the only things I 
could observe routinely, least affected by street-
lighting on the busy roads nearby. My mother was 
manager of a pub, appropriately called the Star Inn 
and we were able to rent a colour TV; for the pub 
of course, although it lived in my bedroom! 

The launches of the early Apollo missions were 
watched avidly, following the terrible fire in the 
command module of Apollo1 in January 1967. I 
particularly remember Apollo 8 circumnavigating 
the moon in December 1968 and the subsequent 
Apollo 9 and Apollo 10 missions testing the Lunar 
Excursion Module (LEM) in earth orbit and the 
orbital detachment and rendezvous in lunar orbit of 
the LEM and Command Service Module (CSM) so 
very close to the moon’s surface but without 
actually landing. 

So I was pretty well prepared for Apollo 11. I 
recorded the TV coverage onto reel-reel 150mm 
audio tapes from the launch date, 16 July until 
splashdown…and never listened to them. Not 
really memorabilia…but wait.   

The nearest to getting an Apollo 11 memento came 
shortly after the first moon landing when the 
manager of a cinema, almost next door to our pub, 
held a publicity display featuring a very accurate 
half-scale Lunar Module; it was to be scrapped 
after the several weeks-long display, touring 
cinemas in the region, but did I want it? 
Regrettably I had to decline the offer; a nine-foot 
high lunar module, with legs extended, wouldn’t fit 
in my room.  I always wince when thinking about 
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that missed opportunity but my meagre salary 
wouldn’t cover the cost of long-term storage. 

Apollo 12 came and went, as did the near 
disastrous Apollo 13 mission. By then I was a lab 
technician, studying rubber technology on a 
weekly, day-release basis at what is now 
Manchester Metropolitan University. Money was 
always a bit tight but when, at Easter 1971, I saw a 
poster in the college library advertising a trip by 
Trans-Solar Travel, of Bebbington on the Wirral, 
their first astronomically tailored trip, to see the 
launch of Apollo 15 that July, I had to go.  

Watching the launch of Apollo 15 from about three 
miles away is an experience I will never forget. The 
sheer sound of a Saturn V launch is literally 
stomach churning. Nothing is heard for about a 
quarter minute as the rocket, painfully slowly, 
climbs off the launch pad, sliding sideways to 
avoid the swing arms.  Then the wall of sound hits 
you in the gut; a deep, crackling roar that 
overwhelms everything else. Then the bird is free, 
climbing steadily away into the sky, and to the 
moon. An awesome experience not likely to be 
repeated…but it was:  

The following year, in December 1972, I stood on 
the bank of the Banana River, this time about six 
miles from launch pad 39a as Apollo 17 climbed 
into the mid-night sky, lighting up the Florida 
peninsular for hundreds of miles around, on the last 
ever Apollo mission to the moon, the last of the 
three J-Series science missions beginning with 
Apollo 15 the previous year. 

These two visits to Cape Kennedy of course netted 
the usual memorabilia; a set of Apollo crew badges 
that are now mounted in my study and an Apollo 
11 cap. Unfortunately a first day cover of the 

Apollo 11 launch 
went missing 
when moving 
house in 2007, as 
did a set of 
Apollo 
medallions. But I 
do have a book, 
‘Two Sides of 
the Moon’, 2004, 
co-authored with 
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Alexei Leonov, signed by Apollo 15 commander 
David Scott, married to Anna Ford, then 
Chancellor of Manchester University.  

But the most extraordinary memento of Apollo 
wasn’t appreciated until early June 2019…the 
Apollo tapes, recorded fifty years ago. The BBC 
had lost or over-recorded their studio TV 
coverage…I had four double-sided audio tapes. 
Angel Li, assistant producer of the Sky at Night, 
made arrangements on my behalf to send them to 
Steve Roberts, Senior Archivist at the BBC 
Archives in Perivale. They were posted first-class, 
recorded delivery and he offered to digitise them 
for their own records and to send me back a USB 
stick with the recordings.  

This was his e-mail, 19 June: 

“The tapes really are of huge interest. The BBC 
Apollo coverage is a permanent fixture in any list 
of missing British TV material - and it’s unlikely to 
ever change, as the live studio output it wasn’t 
officially recorded on videotape at the time. As 
crazy as this seems, the videotape department was 
probably full just trying to record all the various 
incoming feeds from all over the world and didn’t 
have capacity to record the BBC’s own output. The 
tiny amount we have is some absolutely shocking 
quality amateur domestic reel to reel video that was 
subsequently transferred to 16mm film, but the 
majority of what it contains is purely the NASA 
pictures, which of course exist in much better 
quality anyway. As far as audio recordings, we 

previously had only 48 minutes of off-air audio of 
the BBC coverage from another source. Now 
thanks to you we have over eight hours!” 

As I later found out, the recovered tapes were too 
late to be included in the 50th anniversary BBC TV 
programmes but I understand that one of the 
recordings was used in a BBC Radio 4 programme 
produced by BBC Scotland. By the way, the tapes 
also included TV coverage by ITN/ITV that was 
similarly lost. 

My original Apollo tapes were returned by Steve 
and I’m now looking for a good home for them. In 
the meantime, the digital recordings, all 6Gb of 
them, are available at no cost to SHA members 
who would like a copy. Just send me a stamped, 
self-addressed envelope, preferably a bubble pack, 
together with a small 8-16Gb USB stick for me to 
make a copy and return the stick. 

Kevin J Kilburn 

kevinkilburn@sky.com 
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TAPE 1A 
00:00:00 - 00:54:12 BBC APOLLO 11 LAUNCH - 16/07/1969 
00:54:12 - 01:04:08     BBC IN ORBIT [COMMAND MODULE TX SHOW/APOLLO 11 NEWS 
CONFERENCE PRE-REC] - 16/07/1969 

TAPE 1B 
00:00:00 - 00:00:37     BBC APOLLO 11 - BIT OF LAUNCH SHOW 
00:00:37 - 00:02:54 BBC APOLLO 11 18:06 - AFTER TRANSPOSITION & DOCKING WITH 
LUNAR MODULE - (REPEAT OF BURN/REPEAT OF DOCKING) 
00:02:54 - 00:07:00     BBC APOLLO 11  - POST LAUNCH COVERAGE ABOUT THE RUSSION 
LUNAR 15 MISSION WITH PATRICK SMITH IN MOSCOW/PATRICK MOORE MENTIONS DISCUSSION 
WITH JODRELL BANK 
00:07:00 - 00:08:04     BBC TWENTY FOUR HOURS PROGRAMME 16/07/1969 - MENTION OF 
LUNAR 15 (THIS ITEM EXISTS IN THE BBC ARCHIVE) 
00:08:06 - 00:13:12     ITV REPORT ON LUNAR 15 WITH PETER FAIRLEY + INTERVIEW WITH 
BERNARD LOVELL + RECORDED REPORT FROM ALDRIN + INTERVIEW WITH WIFE PAT COLLINS + 
MRS. ALDRIN + NOBODY IN CHINA 
00:13:31 - 00:21:38     BBC APOLLO 11 REPORT - TOLD NOTHING ABOUT LUNAR 15 FROM 
BURKE & MOORE + BURKE VOMIT COMET FILM 
00:21:40 - 00:23:42     ITV REPORT BUZZ ALDRIN PRE_REC SPACE GYMNASTICS 
00:23:44 - 00:26:35     ITV LIVE? PICTURES FROM LUNAR MODULE CHECKOUT 
00:26:38 - 00:28:31     BBC NEWS (Kenneth Kendal) LUNAR ORBIT INSERTION IMMINENT - 
CLIP OF LM CHECKOUT 
00:28:31 - 00:30:56     BBC NEWS HANDOVER TO JAMES BURKE  2 MINS TO LOS AS A11 GOES 
BEHIND BACK OF MOON 
00:30:59 - 00:37:08     BBC NEWS (30 MINS LATER) A11 ABOUT TO REGAIN CONTACT - LINK 
TO MICHAEL CHARLTON IN MISSION CONTROL - A11 IN ORBIT 
00:37:12 - 00:55:20     BBC APOLLO 11 - 19/07/1969 - BURKE REPORT OF FIRST PROBLEM 
WITH LEAK IN THE FUEL SYSTEM - AT THIS MOMENT. FIRST LIVE PICTURES ON SECOND ORBIT 
- CHARLTON IN HOUSTON AND MOORE AT OBSERVATORY IN BRIGHTON
00:55:20 - 01:04:27     BBC APOLLO 11 - 19/07/1969 - BURKE REPORT AT THIS MOMENT 
A11 ON THIRD ORBIT OF MOON - PLAYBACK OF PICTURES NOT YET SEEN LAST TIME - TALKS 
ABOUT DIAMOND HEAD RILLE - ARMSTRONG AND ALDRIN IN LM FOR FINAL CHECKOUT - HANDOVER 
TO PATRICK MOORE AT GEORGE HOLE'S OBSERVATORY. MOON HAS SET AND SKY OVERCAST. MOORE 
REPORTS CONVO WITH BERNARD LOVELL AT JODRELL BANK REGARDING LUNAR 15 - FURTHER 
CONVO ABOUT THE TELESCOPE AND CLOUDED OUT - INTERVIEW WITH GEORGE HOLE - HAND BACK 
TO BURKE - HAND OVER TO CHARLTON ON THE PHONE - SPOKE TO DR. BERRY 30 MINS EARLIER 

TAPE 2A 
00:00:00 - 00:08:00    ITV ALASTAIR BURNETT REACQUISITION OF SIGNAL PRIOR TO 
SEPARATION FOR LUNAR DESCENT - PETER FAIRLEY REF DOI PAD & PDI PAD REFERENCE - PAUL 
HANEY (AMERICAN, NASA'S FIRST NEWS DIRECTOR) MENTION OF RUSSIAN MOON MISSION 
00:08:01 - 00:08:40    ITV START OF BURN TO GET TO POWERED DESCENT 
00:08:48 - 00:18:14    BBC APOLLO 11 - MICHELMORE - AT 17 mins and 5 secs past 9, 
Armstrong and Aldrin due to touch down. IN SPACE STUDIO, JAMES BURKE, PATRICK 
MOORE, DR. DAVID GRAYSTER (CONSULTANT AVIATION PHYSIOLOGIST) MICHAEL CHARLTON AT 
MISSION CONTROL, AT OBSERVATORY IN BRIGHTON GEORGE HOLE. ABOUT TO ACQUIRE SIGNAL 
00:18:14 - 00:19:52   CAPCOM RECOMMEND YAW HIGH GAIN SIGNAL STRENGTH - NOT SURE OF 
BROADCASTER 
00:19:52 - 01:04:27    ITV COVERAGE OF POWERED DESCENT - GO FOR PDI - ALASTAIR 
BURNETT, PAUL HANEY & PETER FAIRLEY - CREW CHECKING ANGLE OF SPACECRAFT ON MOON 

TAPE 2B 
00:00:00 - 00:08:51    ITV COVERAGE POST LANDING - ALASTAIR BURNETT, PAUL HANEY & 
PETER FAIRLEY + PETER SISSONS INTERVIEWING BERNARD LOVELL AT JODRELL BANK 
00:08:52 - 00:10:46    SPEECH AT MISSION CONTROL 
00:10:46 - 00:13:17    ITV ALASTAIR BURNETT HAND OVER TO BOB HARGREAVES AT MISSION 
CONTROL 
00:13:17 - 00:15:26    ITV ALASTAIR AND PAUL HANEY POSSIBLE MOONWALK AT 2AM 
00:15:26 - 01:04:27    BBC APOLLO 11 - BURKE SOUNDS LIKE THEY ARE INSIDE THEIR 
SPACESUITS. LAST FEW MINUTES BEFORE OPENING DOOR TO MOON - START OF MOONWALK 

TAPE 3A 
00:00:00 - 01:00:58    BBC APOLLO 11 - MOONWALK CONTINUES 

TAPE 3B 
00:00:00 - 00:18:27    BBC APOLLO 11 - END OF MOONWALK 
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00:18:27 - 00:20:28    BBC APOLLO 11 - MOORE DISCUSSION OF DESCENT OF LUNAR 15 - AT 
6:54 MOST DANGEROUS PART OF MISSION (LIFT OFF FROM MOON) BURKE EXPLAINS 
00:20:28 - 00:33:53    BBC APOLLO 11 - BURKE - 4 MINUTES TO GO BEFORE LIFT OFF - 
REPLAY OF QUESTION FROM BURKE ABOUT BEING STUCK ON THE LUNAR SURFACE - LIFT-OFF - 
IN ORBIT - MICHAEL CHARLTON IN HOUSTON - LISTEN AGAIN TO LIFT-OFF 
00:33:58 - 00:47:48 BBC TWENTY FOUR HOURS - DOCKING OF LM AND CM 
00:47:56 - BBC APOLLO 11 - BURKE (Brief) 
00:48:20 - 00:50:05    ITV NEWS REPORT -  
00:50:05 - 00:52:33    ITV NEWS REPORT AND PLAYBACK OF MIKE COLLINS ISSUE WITH 
DOCKING - PETER FAIRLEY 
00:52:35 - 00:53:49    ITV INTERVIEW WITH BERNARD LOVELL ABOUT SPACE RACE/NIXON 
LEAVING FOR HORNET 
00:53:50 - 01:00:59    BBC APOLLO 11 CHILDRENS QUESTIONS WITH JAMES BURKE - DAY 
BEFORE SPLASHDOWN - PLAYBACK OF SOMETHING SPECIAL FOR KIDS AT HOME - DRINKING FROM 
SPOON 

TAPE 4A 
00:00:00 - 00:03:46    BBC APOLLO 11 - REPLAY OF ALDRIN DEMONSTRATING 
WEIGHTLESSNESS BURKE SHOWS COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULE/EXPLAINS FUTURE COULD BE 
ORBITING WORKSHOP MADE FROM REMAINS OF S4B/MOORE ON FORECAST FOR THE 
FUTURE/BASE/OBSERVATORY ETC.../TARGET MARS/ATOMIC PROPULSION 
00:03:49 - 00:18:36    BBC APOLLO 11 - PICTURES FROM SPACE AND ASTRONAUTS 
REFLECTING - 23/07/1969 
00:18:44 - 01:04:10    BBC APOLLO 11 SPLASHDOWN INCLUDING BBC2 ANNOUNCER - 
24/07/1969 - MICHELMORE/BURKE/MOORE/CHARLTON & SCIENTIFIC WRITER HENRY BRINTON. 

TAPE 4B 
00:00:00 - 00:45:08    SPALSHDOWN COVERAGE - BROADCASTER UNKNOWN 
00:45:12 - 00:53:23    BBC NEWS REPORT/MOON ROCK/MARINER MARS CRAFT/REG TURNILL 
INTERVIEWS LEWIS WADE ABOUT APOLLO 12 
00:53:24 - 00:59:48    ITN NEWS AT TEN - SANDY GALL? INTRODUCES Mariner Pictures 
from MARS with Prof. Tolansky interviewed by Leonard Parkin/MORE NEWS ABOUT APOLLO 
11 MOON DUST/LICK OBSERVATORY DISTANCE OF THE MOON MEASUREMENT 
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Astro-research 6 
Paul A. Haley 

Sharing good practice is defined within the third 
principal aim of the Society – with special 
emphasis on ‘research by amateurs’. This paper 
continues examination of ways research might be 
tackled by considering 4 case-studies: meteor 
astronomy; the Pleiades star cluster; a 
bicentenary; and the 1851 solar eclipse. People 
shown in bold type are included in the montages. 
[See SHA Bulletins 27-31 for the first 5 parts of 
this series] 

Beginning a research strand 1: Meteor Astronomy 

Tackling an unfamiliar branch of astronomy is well 
worthwhile. Identifying key players, observing 
locations, specialist equipment and techniques 
provide challenges to building a chronological 
timeline. Decisions about the purpose of the research 
inform the exact time period to investigate. It can be 
helpful to include some overlap with more familiar 
territory. For the writer the growth of meteor 
astronomy represented unknown ground and 
exploring the term ‘luminous meteors’ quickly led to 
new lines of enquiry. 

Mathematician Baden Powell (1796-1860) 
highlighted the term in his contributions to annual 
reports of the British Association (1847-60). The BA 
then set up their Luminous Meteor Committee 
(LMC) to continue his work. Powell’s reports 
identified some key players and previous work by 
Adolphe Quetelet (1796-1874) soon warranted 
attention. Quetelet at Brussels [C59] and another 
observer at Breslau [C52] were names already 
encountered by the writer’s research of observatories 
in the 1820s (see SHA Bulletin 31), which was an 
encouraging start. Another familiar name proved to 
be Denison Olmsted (1791-1859) who observed part 
of the 1833 Leonids display from Yale [D21?] and 
subsequently realised the significance of its radiant 
point. Some writers claim this to be ‘the start of 
modern meteor astronomy’ but the Breslau reference 
suggested otherwise. 

As online searches broadened the writer discovered a 
major resource within NASA ADS: a 30-year run of 
the Journal of the International Meteor Organisation 
(JIMO); apologies to those familiar with this source 
but it was new to me! Volumes 15-45 (1987-2017) 

were scanned for historical papers and this identified 
an 18-part series by Martin Beech (1992-99) and 2 
papers by Alastair McBeath (2011). Another paper 
by Knőfel & Rendtel (1994JIMO..22..217K) 
highlighted the 1794 thesis of Ernst Florens 
Friedrich Chladni (1756-1827) as being another 
‘start of modern meteor astronomy’. Chladni is 
perhaps best known for his work on acoustics but 
initially investigated ‘fireballs and aerolites’. His 
hypothesis was they had an extra-terrestrial origin 
and he advocated 2-station observations of bright 
meteors to triangulate their atmospheric paths. His 
proposal was supported by Gőttingen physicist 
Georg Christopher Lichtenberg (1742-99) who had 
investigated a number of meteoritic falls and did not 
accept the conventional paradigm that they must all 
be of volcanic origin.  

Lichtenberg encouraged 2 of his students to test 
Chladni’s hypothesis: Johann Friedrich 
Benzenberg (1777-1846) & Heinrich Wilhelm 
Brandes (1777-1834) who simultaneously observed 
21 meteors over 54 nights in the autumn of 1798 
using a baseline of a few km near Gőttingen. They 
calculated an average end height of 93 km (50 miles). 
More results in 1801-2 suggested trail lengths of up 
to 14 km with speeds of 10 km/s. Benzenberg & 
Brandes were pioneers of experimental meteor 
astronomy. Two decades later Brandes resumed his 
meteor triangulation with his students at Breslau: 63 
results gave an average start height of 100 km and an 
average end height of 80 km with relative velocities 
of 29-58 km/s.  

In 1818 Chladni proposed again an extra-terrestrial 
origin for meteors. He had received more support 
from Jean Baptiste Biot (1774-1862) who 
investigated the l’Aigle, Normandy meteoritic fall of 
1803 involving 3000 chondrites over a 4.5 x 11 km 
area. Biot agreed with Chladni but considered lunar 
volcanoes the probable cause. Chladni was also 
supported by Humphrey Davy (1778-1829) who 
proposed (1817) ignition of solid bodies due to a 
compression wave and also the concept of eccentric 
orbits producing cyclical activity. The 1833 
November 13 Leonid meteor storm although unseen 
in Europe provided the final verification of Chladni’s 
hypothesis with hundreds of American observers 
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witnessing clear evidence of a radiant point, i.e. 
bodies travelling in near parallel paths. 

Having identified 1794 as a good starting point for 
the development of meteor astronomy it was now 
time to consider endpoints. Returning to the BA 
reports by Powell a list of regular meteor observers 
or contributors revealed: William Radcliffe Birt 
(1804-81) in London; Heinrich George von 
Boguslawski (1827-84) at Breslau; George Buist 
(1805-60) in Bombay; Antonio Colla (1806-57) at 
Parma; M V Fasel at Stone, Aylesbury; Rémi 
Armand Coulvier Gravier (1802-68) at Paris; Edward 
Claudius Herrick (1811-62) in New Haven; James 
William Jeans at Grantham; Henry Lawson (1774-
1855)  at Hereford; Edward Joseph Lowe (1825-
1900) at Highfield House & Beeston; Charles 
Lowndes at Hartwell Rectory; Quetelet at Brussels; 
John Slatter at Oxford; and Thomas William Webb 
(1806-85). Buist was a Scottish journalist and editor 
of the Bombay Times (1839-58) who diligently 
collated meteor reports from across the Indian sub-
continent. Lowe was a regular contributor to 
Recreative Science (see SHA Bulletin 29, p.29). 
Female observers also appear within Powell’s 
reports; other sources show that Maria Mitchell 
(1818-89) in Nantucket and Mary Ward, née King 
(1827-69) in Ireland were also regular observers. 
Clearly researching this number of astronomers, from 
a very incomplete list, would dramatically increase 
the work required and were still well before the 
tremendous contribution of William Frederick 
Denning (1848-1931). Instead of pursuing meteor 

observers perhaps instruments and techniques would 
be easier! 

Reviewing historical papers by a contemporary 
researcher is worthwhile. A search for papers by 
Martin Beech revealed one on direct-vision 
spectroscopy in the Bulletin of the Scientific 
Instrument Society (2011) detailing the work of 
Alexander Stewart Herschel (1836-1907). This was 
more familiar ground for the writer since Herschel’s 
papers in The Intellectual Observer were included in 
SHA Bulletin 29, p. 31, which includes a coloured 
version of his ‘prismatic meteor spectra’. Herschel 
worked with John Browning (1831-1925) to design a 
binocular spectroscope with the LMC commissioning 
4 instruments for the 1866 Leonids. Herschel and 
Browning successfully observed meteor spectra 
during the Perseid display of that year and this was 
extended in November. Other successful observers 
included: Henry James Slack (1818-96) and his wife 
Charlotte Walters in London and also mineralogist 
Robert Phillips Greg (1826-1906) in Manchester. 
This moment in time might have be an endpoint but 
for the reminder that Miklós Konkoly-Thege (1842-
1916) at Ógyalla in Hungary investigated meteor 
spectra for a decade from 1873. The writer was 
fortunate to twice visit the observatories at 
Hurbanovo, Slovakia (see SHA Bulletins 24, pp. 14-
16 & 26, p. 36) and Konkoly research is an on-going 
project. 

Incorporating one’s own research interests can 
further extend an endpoint. The first photograph of a 

meteor spectrum showing 6 lines was 
measured by Williamina Paton 
Fleming née Stevens (1857-1911) in 
1897 on a Bache spectrum plate taken 
at Arequipa for Edward Charles 
Pickering (1846-1919). [see SHA The 
Antiquarian Astronomer, 11, p. 17] 
Another strand extension could be 
justified by including research into the 
composition of meteorites. This might 
involve the work of Greg on 
mineralogy but equally could link with 
contemporary evidence of meteoritic 
falls. Purchases of meteorite thin 
sections for viewing with a polarising 
microscope are relatively easy on eBay, 
enabling the 18th century opinions of 
Lichtenberg and Chladni to be tested in 
the comfort of one’s own home. (Fig 1) 

Figure	1:	By 1850 geologists were beginning to use polarised light with 
specimens and mineralogy became a popular subject. Thin section 
images for a variety of rocks viewed under crossed polar from the 
writer’s collection – which 4 are from meteorites? [Answers on page 45]  
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Clearly choosing an endpoint for a research strand 
might depend on many considerations. For the writer 
assembling a montage of some of the key players is 
also an essential ingredient – one that will hopefully 
inspire others to take up their own challenge. (Fig 2) 

Beginning a research strand 2: The Pleiades star 
cluster 

In delving through archives and resources, mainly for 
the 19th century, the frequency of investigations of 
the Pleiades is very apparent. A search of NASA 
ADS reveals: > 3300 abstracts for ‘Pleiades’; 90 for 
‘Pleiades + history’ but with only one in the 19th 
century; and 150 for ‘Pleiades + 1800-1900’ dating 
back to 1826. It is again a personal preference as to 
what to include in such a minefield of possibilities so 

defining the parameters of the research is an 
important starting point.  

A decision to focus on instruments for visual work 
was taken and an initial search identified Edme-
Sébastien Jeaurat (1725-1803) who mapped 64 stars 

from Paris (1779). Finding an 
online copy of his publication 
(1786) was hard at first until the 
Atlas Coelestis website was 
located. This provided 3 further 
links: to the 1750 map by Reginald 
Outhier (1694-1774); the 1746 
map by Pierre Charles Le Monnier 
(1675-1757); and the 1693 map by 
Philippe de la Hire (1640-1718). 
Numerous sites for Jeaurat 
mimicked each other but provided 
no details of the instrument he 
used. Returning to the Atlas 
Coelitis site information was cut 
and pasted into Google translate 
which revealed he had used 2 
instruments: a meridian quadrant 
for positions of the 9 brighter stars 
and ‘a larger telescope’ for the 55 
fainter ones.  

The quadrant had been used by de 
la Hire and earlier by Jean-Félix 
Picard (1620-82) in his geodetic 
work. Images of the 38-inch 
quadrant from Picard’s ‘figure de 
la terre’ work proved easier to 

find. In 1667 he had added telescopic sights to 
achieve a 24x increase in positional accuracy 
enabling star positions to be measured to +/- 10''. 
Finding information on the ‘larger telescope’ was 
more of a challenge. A reference in the Histoire de 
l’observatoire de Paris (1793) by Charles Joseph 
Étienne Wolf (1827-1918) identified ‘a Dollond 
(1769) of 42 lines’, i.e. a 3.5-inch achromatic of 
(probably) 56-inch focus (f/16). Assembling relevant 
images into a montage outcome provided a useful 
summary for the 17th/18th centuries. (Fig 3)    

Figure	2:	A montage of the 20 scientists highlighted in the case study for 
meteor astronomy including: Powell, Quetelet, Olmsted, Chladni, 
Lichtenberg, Benzenberg, Brandes, Biot, Davy, Buist, Colla, Lowe, Webb, 
Mitchell, Denning, Herschel, Greg, Konkoly, Fleming and Pickering. Who 
would be your ‘key players’? 
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The list of 150 abstracts for the 19th century was next 
scanned and revealed work by Bessel, Argelander, 
Snow, Gilliss, Wolf, Pritchard and Elkin as most 
relevant. Abstracts covering occultation timings, 
naked-eye observations and the visual discovery of 
nebulae were excluded. Wolf and Charles Pritchard 
(1808-93) were chosen for their Pleiades work at 
Paris and Oxford observatories respectively where 
they both had refactors of similar size. (Fig 4) 

Charles Wolf was in charge of the equatorial service 
at Paris during the final years of director Urban Le 
Verrier (1811-77). Between 1873-5 he compiled a 
visual astrometric catalogue of 625 stars in an area of 
135' x 90', including 54 of the 13th-14th magnitude, 
using the 12.2-inch Secretan achromatic (1858) of 
206-inch focus (f/17) in the West Tower. The study
included positions for 79 stars and a historical review
[see Annales de l’observatoire de Paris, Memoires,
v.14, pp. 2.A.1-81, which can be browsed on NASA
ADS in the scanned historical literature section]. 
Wolf mounted a glass reticule in the focal plane with 
2 lines ~ 1' spacing and benefitted from the Foucault 

regulator installed on the Eichens mount. Each turn 
of a 20-cm dial corresponded to 20' motion through 
the cluster. 

Charles Pritchard was the 1st director of the new 
Savilian observatory (£5090 in 1875) at Oxford 
which included in the West tower a 12.2-inch Grubb 
refractor (£1250) of 176-inch focus (f/14); this 
instrument is now at Keele. Between 1878-80 a 
differential micrometer was used to measure the 40 
brightest stars in the Pleiades and a wedge 
photometer to measure their photometric magnitudes. 
Pritchard designed both instruments with the 
intention of determining the relative proper motions 
of the stars over the 4 decades since Bessel’s 
heliometer measures (1838-41) at Konigsberg. The 
duplex design facilitated measurements up to 20' and 
the positions of 14 stars were known from meridian 

Figure	3:	Both de la Hire (top) and Jeaurat used the 
Picard quadrant to determine positions for the 
brightest stars in the Pleiades but by 1779 a Dollond 
achromatic was also available in Paris. Results were 
combined with lunar occultation timings of the 
cluster during the 17th & 18th centuries. 

Figure	4:	A century later Wolf in Paris (top) and 
Pritchard & Plummer in Oxford were equipped with 
12-inch refractors and micrometers for their visual
observations.
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measurements. Observations were made by first 
assistant William Edward Plummer (1849-1928). 

Beginning a research strand 3: A bicentenary 

2019 May 31 marked the bicentenary of astronomer 
Henry Cooper Key (1819-79) whose earliest 
recorded observations (1837) were made from 
Bishopsgate, London. Investigating the observing 
locations of past astronomers can be very revealing 
as one travels back in time to discover how even the 
centre of London permitted many observations. The 
writer moved from the London area in the early 
1990s so it was also fascinating to find the 
Bishopsgate area has recently sprouted so many 
skyscrapers! The challenge was initially to work out 
the exact location of each one and determine which 
buildings if any remained from Key’s time. The 5-
storey Georgian houses in St Helens Place were all 
re-built between the wars but a surprising discovery 
proved to lie in the shadow of the ‘Gherkin’ – 
marking the exact site where a future clergyman 
officially entered the Church of England. 

To illustrate the location a London map (1820) by 
James Pigot (1769-1843) was found useful for the 
area NE of London Bridge and W of the Tower of 
London (Fig. 5). A series of red and blue dots were 
added: red spots: A = 18 St Helens Place, where Key 
lived from 1821-39 / B = Lime Street Square, where 
he was born in 1819 / and C = St Andrews, 

Undershaft, St Mary Axe, where he was christened; 
blue spots: locations of city skyscrapers. An aerial 
photograph was labelled to show the tremendous 
change in the London skyline in recent times. St 
Andrews can just be seen midway between the 

Scalpel and 
Gherkin. (Fig 6) 
Key’s father was 
a surgeon at 
Guy’s Hospital. 
Today his 
journey would 
begin near the 
Gherkin, go past 
the Scalpel, over 
London Bridge 
to just beyond 
the Shard. For 
more on Key see 
the writer’s 
forthcoming 
paper in the 
Antiquarian 
Astronomer.   

Figure	5:	Bishopsgate, London 

Figure	6:	Locations researched for Henry Cooper Key 
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Beginning a research strand 4: The 1851 solar 
eclipse 

On the night of 1850 March 31 the wooden paddle 
steamer RMS Royal Adelaide (1838) was wrecked in 
the North Sea near Margate with the loss of 200+ 
lives. Fifteen months later on 1851 July 19 a group of 
20 astronomers departed from Hull on the S/S 
Courier (1850), an iron paddle steamer of the Wilson 
Line with its newly invented screw propeller, on a 
2½ day voyage (5 guineas, ~ £420 today) to 
Christiania and Gothenberg. How might the 
development of British astronomy have been affected 
had this vessel also foundered? Amongst the group 
were the familiar names of Adams, Airy, Carrington, 
Chevallier, Dawes, Hind and Lassell. This 
Scandinavian eclipse expedition provided visual 
proof for prominences being of solar origin and also 
early descriptions of the chromosphere. At this time 
‘Baily’s beads’ and ‘rose-coloured mountains’ were 

under investigation but online sources today mainly 
highlight the success of new technology used at 
Kőnigsberg observatory. 

Outcomes required were: a table of key players, 
locations and instruments; a visual narrative with 3 
montages showing the European eclipse path (Fig 7-
9); and a poem.  

NASA ADS was used to research eclipse reports in 
RAS Monthly Notices and RAS Memoirs, 
Astronomische Nachrichten, and the Astronomical 
Journal with Google Translate used for AN text. 
Google Books was also used to retrieve further 
information, such as the British Association 
Suggestions eclipse booklet produced by a committee 
comprising Herschel, Forbes, Powell and Struve. 
Solar eclipse websites were used to investigate the 
path of totality and timings which were then 
compared with observed results. 

Figure	7:	1851 eclipse path across Norway: cloudy in the west but clearer in the east. 
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Figure	8:	1851 eclipse path across Sweden: clearer skies allowed observers to draw prominences. 

Figure	9:	1851 eclipse path across Prussia: clearer skies helped the first photograph by Berkowski.	
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Location Observer Dates Equatorial Notes 
Philadelphia High Riggs & Mason 6-inch f/16 Merz

American 
observatories 
observed a partial 
eclipse 

daguerreotypist 

banker 
librarian 

Burlington, NJ Sammuel James Gunmere 1811-74 4-inch f/20 Fitz
Princeton Col, NJ Stephen Alexander 1806-83 3.2-inch f/16 Frau 
Columbia Col, NY Charles William Hackley 1809-61 6-inch f/15 Fitz
Georgetown Col, DC James Curley 1796-1889 4.8-inch f/19 T&S 
USNO, Washington Matthew Fontaine Maury 1806-73 3.9-inch f/8 Merz 
Harvard College, 
Cambridge, Mass 

William Cranch Bond 
John Adams Whipple 
Robert Treat Paine 
Sears Cook Walker 

1789-1859 
1822-91 
1835-1910 
1805-53 

9-foot dag scope ..
.. for projection
3-inch f/18
4.5-inch f/13

Nantucket William Mitchell 
Maria Mitchell 

1791-1869 
1818-89 

3.7-inch f/16 
2.7-inch f/16 

Isle of Bue [cloudy] Charles Piazzi Smyth 
T Romney Robinson 
Alan Stevenson 

1819-1900 
1792-1882 
1807-65 

4-inch f/15
4-inch f/12

ROE + artist  
Armagh 
lighthouse engin. 

Bergen [cloudy] James David Forbes 1809-68 glaciologist 
Frederichsvaern Robert Stephenson 

John Couch Adams 
1803-59 
1819-92 

3.7-inch 
2.7-inch f/16 

engineer 
Cambridge 

Fyldpaa Stephen Jackson & King Ipswich 
Tune, nr Sarpsburg William Gray 1806-80 3.3-inch f/16 York 
Christiania Christopher Hansteen 

Edward Dunkin 
Robert Snow 

1784-1873 
1821-98 
1805-54 

3.5-inch f/10 
2.7-inch f/16 

Christiania 
ROG 
Ashurst 

Lilla Edet Richard C Carrington 
George Phillips Bond 

1826-75 
1825-65 

3.5-inch f/14  
1.7-inch Fraunhof 

Durham 
Harvard 

Trollhättan Falls William Lassell 
George Williams 
John Stanistreet 

1799-1880 
1814-98 
-1873

2.5-inch f/13 
2.7-inch f/15 
2.7-inch f/15 

Liverpool group 
observed from hotel 
rooms 

Gőttenberg George Biddell Airy 
William Swan 
Edward W Lane & J Adie 
Temple Chevallier 
C A Pettersson 

1801-92 
1818-94 

1794-1873 

3.6-inch f/17 
2.1-inch f/15 
1.6-inch f/7 
5-inch f/17
1.9-inch

ROG 
physicist 
Edinburgh 
Durham 
navigation school 

Raevelsberg 
nr Engleholm 

William Rutter Dawes 
John Russell Hind 

1799-1868 
1823-95 

1.5-inch f/13 Wateringbury 
South Villa 

Christianstadt George Humphreys 
John Miland 

1822-93 2 terrestrial 
telescopes 

ROG 

Kropp John W Good 3-inch f/16 Elsinore 
Helsingborg Frances Price Blackwood 1809-54 RN captain 
Kalmar Christian F R Olufsen 1802-55 3.5-inch f/15 Copenhagen 
Rixhőft Karl L von Littrow 

Augustus L Busch 
1811-77 
1804-55 

Vienna 
Kőnigsberg 

Dantzic Felix V Mauvais 
Jean J E Goujon 

1809-54 
1823-56 

3.6-inch f/13 eq Paris 
Paris 

Kőnigsberg Moritz L G Wichmann 
Heinrich Louis d’Arrest 
Johann Julius F Berkowski 

1821-59 
1822-75 

6.5-inch heliom 
2.7-inch f/18  
2.4-inch f/13 daguerreotypist 

Marienberg W Henry Fox Talbot 1800-77 3-inch f/12 daguerreotypist 
Lomja Otto Wilhelm von Struve 1819-1905 2.4-inch f/15 Merz Pulkowa 
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J H Wilhelm Dőllen 1820-97 Pulkowa 
Bobrinez Alexi N Sawitsch 1810-83 reflecting circle St Petersburg 

Three photographers are listed in the table. In America Whipple photographed the partial phase using projection. 
Berkowski piggy-backed his camera on the 6.5-inch Fraunhofer heliometer at Kőnigsberg observatory which 
provided the necessary drive for his 84-second exposure. Interestingly 80 miles SW of this successful outcome was 
Fox Talbot who had declined the suggestion by Airy that he should attempt to photograph the eclipse. Perhaps the 
most unfortunate observer was Forbes who had travelled to Norway a month earlier to study glaciers; he rushed 
1500 miles from Hammerfest to Bergen only to find thick clouds. The watercolour landscape by Piazzi Smyth 
shows broken cloud 60 miles NW but he too would be denied a view of totality. 

The Return 

Flying fast flying high, an invisible cone cutting the sky 
My return foretold, traversing the Rockies and on to the pole 
Distant eyes catching a partial phase with pointing tubes and beating clocks 
A fleeting memory for astronomers achieving their goal 
Alexander, Curley, the Mitchells, a Nantucket rooftop above their docks 

Flying fast flying high, Greenland, Iceland I now do spy 
Bue & Bergen observers awaiting, but clouds conspiring to spoil the view 
Piazzi captures darkening lands, colours memorised from the past  
Success for Friedrichsvaern, deserted shipyards catching my red flames few 
Stephenson, Adams using Dollond tubes, a solar origin confirmed at last 

Flying fast flying high, the dome of Christiania reaching high 
Fjord islands dusky yellow with waters purple dark, darkness falling 
City folk staring upwards, a natural spectacle for all to ponder 
Astronomers trained to observe & measure, no need for urgent calling 
Hansteen, Dunkin & banker Snow, watching with awe and wonder 

Flying fast flying high, Swedish lands I next do spy 
Observers preparing, with Lassell & friends in Trollhätten rooms 
Carrington & Bond choosing river banks, now fewer clouds and steadier skies 
Gőttenberg popular and easy access, but for Airy a new mystery looms  
A jagged spicule edge appearing – the chromosphere Lockyer later cries  

Flying fast flying high, yet more observers scan the sky 
Dawes & Hind from South Villa, Humphreys, Miland & Good too 
Coronal views exciting viewers, a time of three minutes often found 
Crossing Kalmar, its Olufsen from Rundetårn enjoying the view 
The Baltic Sea and onto Prussia, racing over yet more new ground 

Flying fast flying high, now even Russians I can spy 
Busch & Littrow, Mauvais & Goujon, even Fox Talbot is close by 
Daguerreotype capture with success for Berkowski 
And here is Döllen, with Otto my Pulkowa friend 
Sawitsch watching totality ending, at last I reach my journey’s end 

Answer to Fig 1 (from page 38) 

The top row are the 4 meteorite 
thin sections. From L to R in the 
middle row are, quartzite / 
peridotite / marble / and 
pitchstone; in the bottom row 
are, sandstone / garnet mica 
schist / granite / and gabbro	

ERRATUM 
The writer is grateful to SHA 
member Christopher Taylor for 
identifying that the Fig. 1 caption 
in Astro-Research 3 [SHA 
Bulletin 29, Spring 2018, p. 22] 
should have read, ‘The 0.31-m 
equatorial in the West Tower at 
Paris Observatory’. The image 
came from Guillemin’s 1866 
edition of Le Ciel and was also 
incorrectly placed in the Fig. 4 
montage in Astro-Research 1 
[SHA Bulletin 27, Spring 2017, 
p.53].
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19th Century Observatories: 1830-39 

The 4th paper of a series exploring the growth and development of astronomical observatories with a focus on instruments used and 
observing programmes. An astro-conundrum provides an additional visual challenge. Observatories with a prefix ‘A’, ‘B’ or ‘C’ have 
previously been introduced, in Bulletins 29 (pp. 8-10), 30 (pp. 42-7) and 31 (pp. 19-28) respectively. Observatories with a prefix ‘D’ begin in 
this paper for British and Irish examples. Examples from across the world for this decade will be in Bulletin 33. Observatories marked with 
a * are revisited in future papers. The distribution of British and Irish observatories and observing locations for 1800-39 are illustrated. 
[Fig 1-3] 

Figure 1: Observatories and observing sites in and around London for the period 1800-39 are shown on a map (1800) by cartographer 
Richard Horwood (1758-1803). The Herschel family at Slough [A8] lived about a 3-hour carriage journey from the City. Note the hamlet of 
‘Hayes’ occurs both in Middlesex [B2] and Kent [C12]. The map was chosen to illustrate the region before the railways were developed; the 
solid black lines show the canal network. 

A1 - Royal Observatory, Greenwich * [1675-today] By 1833 
Astronomer Royal John Pond (1767-1836) had installed: both a 5-inch 
Troughton & Simms zenith sector of 300-inch focus (f/60) and the 
Greenwich time ball; he also completed a catalogue of 1112 star-
positions. His successor in 1835 was George Biddell Airy (1801-92) 
who appointed Robert Main (1808-78) as assistant. James Glaisher 
(1809-1903) also transferred from Cambridge with Airy to lead the 
computing team. The Greenwich-Paris longitude difference was 
measured (1837) with horologist Edward John Dent (1790-1853) 
transporting 12 chronometers to/from Paris in 72/49 hours 
respectively. Instruments: Sheepshanks donated the objective (1838) 
for a 6.7-inch Cauchoix-Grubb German equatorial of 98-inch focus 
(f/15); a double-image micrometer (1839) facilitated observations of 
comets, occultations and double stars. 

A5 - Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford * [1773-1935] Stephen Peter 
Rigaud (1774-1839) installed a 4-inch Jones meridian circle of 72-
inch focus (f/18) in 1836. His death 3 years later coincided with the 
creation of the post of Radcliffe Observer, the first appointment being 
Manuel John Johnson (1805-59).  

A7 - Dunsink Observatory, Dublin * [1785-today] Mathematician 
William Rowan Hamilton (1805-65) was director. Instruments: a 6-
inch Grubb reflector (1836) of 36-inch focus (f/6) with micrometer; 
and a 5.2-inch Cauchoix-Sharp equatorial (1836) of 54-inch focus 
(f/10) with its shorter focal ratio achieved using quartz instead of 
crown glass. The latter telescope was used to observe rocket signals in 
the joint Dunsink/Armagh collaboration (1838). Chronometer 
exchange was also used to measure their longitude difference. 
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Figure 2: Scottish observatories and observing locations for 1800-39 on a map (1799) by Clement Cruttwell (1743-1808). 

A8 - Observatory House, Slough [1786-1839] John Herschel (1792-
1871) completed his review of double stars and 2500 nebulae & 
clusters using his 5-inch f/17 Tulley achromatic and 18-inch f/13 
reflector. Following the death of his mother plans were finalised for an 
expedition to the Cape of Good Hope to explore the southern skies 
(1833 November to 1838 March). At Observatory House the 
mounting of the 40-foot telescope decayed; a family party in the tube 
of the great telescope was organised to mark the end of the decade and 
the Herschel family then relocated to Collingwood, near Hawkhurst in 
Kent.  

A11 - Armagh Observatory * [1790-today] Thomas Romney 

Robinson (1792-1882) was director. Assistant Hogg died in 1830 but 
funding for a replacement was not secured until 1837 when Neil 
McNeil Edmondson was appointed. Instruments: a 3.7-inch Jones 
mural circle (1831) of 63-inch focus (f/17) joined its matching transit 
(1827); a 15-inch Grubb Newtonian-Cassegrain equatorial (1836) of 
108-inch focus (f/7) replaced the 9-inch Herschel reflector in the East
dome. Robinson began re-measuring Bradley’s star positions.
Firework rockets fired from the summit of Slieve Gullion were
observed (1838) from both Dublin and Armagh to determine their
longitude difference; Edmondson used a 3.2-inch Tulley achromatic
of 42-inch focus (f/13) and Robinson the 2.7-inch finder of the Grubb
reflector but the spring weather proved un-cooperative.
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Figure 3: Observatories and observing sites for England, Wales and Ireland. Only observatories with a prefix ‘A’ to ‘D’ are shown; see 
‘further suggestions’ for more possibilities 

B1 – Inchbonny, Jedburgh [1788-1838] James Veitch (1771-1838) 
hosted a visit from Francis Baily (1774-1844) for the annular eclipse 
of 1836 May. Baily used a 2.6-inch Dollond achromatic of 42-inch 
focus (f/16) and described the beaded or diamond ring effect 
previously recorded by Halley in 1715. 

B7 - Royal Observatory, Edinburgh * [1818-2009] Thomas 
Henderson (1798-1844) became Astronomer Royal for Scotland 
following his return from the Cape of Good Hope. Alexander Wallace 
(1803-80) was his assistant. Government investment of £2000 (~ 
£160000 today) secured new instruments: a 3.5-inch T&S alt-azimuth 
of 49-inch focus (f/14) and a 3.7-inch T&S mural circle of 51-inch 
focus (f/14), both in 1830; a 6.4-inch Fraunhofer-Repsold transit 
(1834) of 99-inch focus (f/15) used with the Edinburgh Time Ball on 
the Nelson Monument. Henderson analysed his results for the parallax 
of Alpha Centauri but his published values (1''.16 in 1839 and 0''.91 in 
1842) came after Bessel’s work for 61 Cygni (1838).   

C4 – Liverpool * [1820-39] William Lassell (1799-1880) produced 
extra 9-inch f/12 mirrors for his Newtonian reflector. By 1839 he had 
constructed an observatory dome with provision for a 24-inch transit. 

C6 – South Kilworth Observatory, Leicestershire * [1821-47] 
William Pearson (1767-1847) added a second observatory south of the 
Rectory (1834) with his Jones transit (1815) & 3.2-inch Troughton alt-
az circle mounted in the upper storey, which enabled his Smeaton’s 
dome to be used at York. His largest instrument was the 6.8-inch 
Tulley refractor (1825). Working with assistant Ambrose Clark he 
determined the obliquity of the ecliptic using 1700 measures of the 
Sun’s altitude on the meridian at the solstices (1828-38) and 
catalogued 520 ecliptic stars liable to be occulted by the Moon.   

C8 – Cambridge University Observatory * [1823-today] Airy was 
director from 1828-35 and was succeeded by James Challis (1803-82). 

He reported to the BA on the progress of astronomy (1832). 
Instruments: a 2.7-inch Jones equatorial (1832) of 60-inch focus 
(f/22); a 4-inch Jones achromatic (1832) of 60-inch focus (f/11); a 4.5-
inch T&S mural circle (1000 guineas in 1833; ~£84000 today) of 96-
inch focus (f/21). In 1833 Glaisher joined Baldrey as an assistant. 
Hugh Percy offered a large Cauchoix objective for which Airy 
designed an English mounting which was constructed by Ransomes 
with Troughton & Simms (T&S); this was the 11.6-inch 
‘Northumberland equatorial’ (1839) of 234-inch focus (f/20).  

C9 – Hereford Observatory [1823-41] Henry Lawson (1774-1855) 
installed a 7-inch Dollond achromatic (1834) of 132-inch focus (f/19). 
His Hereford observations included the 1839 December comet and 
1841 November meteors, after which he moved to Bath. 

C11 – Woburn Observatory [1824-41] Richard Sheepshanks (1794-
1855) added to his instruments: a 4.9-inch Cauchoix achromatic 
(1831) of 39-inch focus (f/8) with a quartz element; a 4.6-inch 
achromatic of 66-inch focus (f/14); and the large Cauchoix objective 
(£205; ~ £16400 today) donated to the ROG in 1837.  

C12 – Hayes Rectory Observatory, Kent [1825-41] Clergyman 
Thomas John Hussey (1792-1854) completed his star catalogue 
(1831) and sunspot records (1826-37). His large instrument collection 
was purchased by Durham University (£800; ~ £64000 today) in 
1841. 

C16 – Campden Hill Observatory, Kensington [1826-42] James 
South (1785-1867) ambitiously set up a 30-foot dome of copper-clad 
cedar 
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wood on an 11-foot high brick wall. Brunel’s costly design included a 
43-inch slit across the full width with iron shutters, making effectively
two hollow shells which could act as sails in even light winds. Donkin
had completed a brass tube for the 11.7-inch Cauchoix objective by
the end of 1829 allowing it to be tested on a temporary stand – the 6th

star in the Trapezium being discovered a month later. South visited
Struve at Dorpat (1833) to inspect the German equatorial of
Fraunhofer and probably wished he had known of the innovative
design sooner. [Fig 4]

C18 - Bedford Observatory [1827-1839] William Henry Smyth 
(1788-1865) added a 15-foot observatory with a conical roof and 
transit room in 1830. A 5.9-inch Tulley-Dollond of 104-inch focus 
(f/17) was installed together with a Sheepshanks clockwork drive. 
Observations for the Bedford Catalogue, or Cycle of Celestial Objects 
(1844), continued until 1839 when the observatory was dismantled, 
with the refractor sold to Lee for Hartwell Observatory.   

C20 – Blackheath Observatory, Kent [1831-41] John Wrottesley 
(1798-1867) constructed his first observatory for positional astronomy 
only a mile from the ROG. Instruments included: a 3.7-inch Jones 
transit (1831) of 62-inch focus (f/17); a 3.7-inch Tulley equatorial 
(1827) of 60-inch focus (f/16); a 46-inch achromatic; and a 5-inch 
Gregorian of 30-inch focus (f/6). Between 1831-5 positions of 1318 
stars of the 6th & 7th magnitude were measured by Wrottesley and 
assistant John Chapman Hartnup (1806-85). Hartnup was at 
Blackheath from 1829-36 before working at Greenwich; he would 
later direct Liverpool Observatory for 4 decades. 

C21 – Biggleswade Observatory, Bedfordshire [1828-33] Thomas 
Maclear (1794-1879) constructed an 8-foot octagonal observatory 
with a rotary roof (£50; ~ £4000 today) in 1832. He had loan of the 
3.5-inch Wollaston achromatic for occultation and Jovian satellite 
eclipse timings. A year later he was appointed H. M. Astronomer at 
the Cape of Good Hope, a post he would keep until 1870.  

D1 – Hartwell Observatory, Buckinghamshire * [1830-64] John 
Lee (1783-1866) purchased the 5.9-inch f/17 Smyth equatorial from 
Bedford and mounted it in the equatorial tower beneath a 15-foot 
copper-sheathed wooden dome by Charles May. Other instruments: a 
3.6-inch Jones transit (1832) of 60-inch focus (f/17) in an 18x12-foot 

meridian room; loan of a 2-inch Troughton circle (1793) of 30-inch 
focus (f/15); and also 30-inch and 60-inch achromats. Smyth 
continued to use the large refractor but his wealthy friend also 
appointed a series of observers, beginning with James Epps (1773-
1839) in 1837.  

D2 – Ormskirk Observatory, Lancashire [1830-39] William Rutter 
Dawes (1799-1868) used a 3.7-inch Dollond equatorial (1830) of 60-
inch focus (f/16) and a 6.2-inch Newtonian of 84-inch focus (f/13) 
loaned by Herschel in 1833. Mounting them on an English equatorial 

Dawes used both position and parallel-thread micrometers, red-field 
illumination and a 2x achromatic Barlow to measure double stars, 
producing 2 catalogues and investigating possible orbital motion of 
close pairs such as the triple star ζ Cancri.  

D3 – Markree Observatory, Sligo, Ireland * [1831-1902] Edward 
Joshua Cooper (1798-1863) purchased a 13.2-inch Cauchoix objective 
of 300-inch focus (f/23) in 1831 (£1200; ~ £96000 today) and tested it 
on a temporary wooden stand. A cast iron tube and Grubb equatorial 
weighing 2 tons was erected on limestone blocks (1834) but a 36-foot 
dome was not attempted. Instead observers were shielded by a 16-foot 
high castle wall surrounding a damp courtyard. Other instruments: a 
5-inch Tulley-Troughton transit (1831) of 60-inch focus (f/12); an
Amici double-image micrometer (1832); and a 7-inch Ertel meridian
circle (1839). Cooper began serious observing a decade later (1842)
when Andrew Graham (1815-1908) was appointed assistant. (Fig 5)

D4 – Islington, London [1832-60] William Simms (1793-1860) was 
in partnership with Edward Troughton (1753-1835) from 1826. 
Instruments: a 2.7-inch achromatic of 45-inch focus (f/16); a 3.2-inch 
achromatic of 66-inch focus (f/20), for the Mercury transit in 1832 
May; and a 3.7-inch achromatic of 66-inch focus (f/18).    

D5 – York Observatory [1833-today] The first BAAS meeting was 
in 1831 in York. Pearson donated a 4-inch Jones achromatic, portable 
transit, 42-inch achromatic and his Smeaton’s dome to the 
Philosophical Society. Geologist John Phillips (1800-74) lived in York 
from 1825-40 and used his own 2.4-inch Cooke equatorial and the 
York 4-inch to observe the Moon and Mars.   

Figure 4: The lengthy dispute between South and Troughton over the sturdiness of the English equatorial mount for Campden Hill 
observatory was eventually resolved (1836) with South advertising the smashed parts 3 years later. Three decades later the Cauchoix lens was 
donated to Dunsink with Grubb using a German equatorial design.    
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Figure 5: Astronomy in Ireland in the mid-19th century. Cooper (top right) and assistant Graham at Markree used a 13.2-inch f/23 refractor 
(1834) and a 4.2-inch f/7 Ertel comet seeker (1842); double stars were measured with an Amici double-image micrometer (1832). Rockets 
launched from Slieve Gullion were observed from Armagh and Dunsink. The longitude of Valentia was determined using chronometer transfer 
from Greenwich. Three children were born into the family of a Skibbereen bank manager and one of them became an astronomical historian. 
At Birr another woman used her blacksmith skills and personal fortune to build the largest telescope in the world. 
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D6 – Ashurst Observatory, Kent * [1834-54] Robert Snow (1805-
54) observed from 43 Saville Row, 13 St Peter’s Place, and later
Dulwich using: a 3.5-inch achromatic of 42-inch focus (f/12); a 3.5-
inch achromatic of 45-inch focus (f/13); and a 5-inch Gregorian of 30-
inch focus (f/6). Banking inheritance facilitated a 24x19-foot brick
observatory with a 10-foot conical, copper-clad roof 30 miles south of
London. He initially used a 20-inch transit but by 1838: a 2.7-inch
T&S transit of 42-inch focus (f/12) and a 3.9-inch T&S equatorial of
60-inch focus (f/15). Snow produced a catalogue of 76 stars (1835)
and observed occultations and eclipses.

D7 – Tretire Rectory, Herefordshire * [1834-56] Thomas William 
Webb (1806-85) began making specula in 1825 and also experimented 
(1830-4) with carbon disulphide in a 4-inch fluid lens. Working as a 
curate at St Weonards (1834-43) he then used a 3.7-inch Tulley 
achromatic of 60-inch focus (f/16) on an alt-azimuth mount. With this 
instrument Webb began a 24-year project which would lead to 
publication (1859) of Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes. 

D8 – Ardkeen Tower, Inverness [1836-42] United Charities 
Institution Observatory included a Tulley refractor within its 
octagonal design. 

D9 – South Villa Observatory, Regent’s Park * [1836-61] George 
Bishop (1785-1861) built an observatory in Regent’s Park and 
employed a series of experienced observers, beginning with Dawes 
(1839-43) who extended his work on close binary stars. Instruments: a 
7-inch Dollond equatorial (1836) of 122-inch focus (f/17); and a 3-
inch T&S transit (1836) of 39-inch focus (f/13).

D10 – St Helens Place, London [1837-39] Henry Cooper Key (1819-
79) used a 2.5-inch achromatic of 30-inch focus (f/12). Other
instruments used: at Campden Hill (South); Upper Gore Street with
Pierce Seaman who had a 3.7-inch Ramsden of 46-inch focus (f/12);
and at The Heath, Hemel Hempstead, the home of surgeon Astley
Cooper (1768-1841) for whom Key’s father worked, where a 2.5-inch
Dollond of 30-inch focus (f/12) was available.

D11 – Patricroft, Eccles * [1836-40] James Hall Nasmyth (1808-90) 
left Edinburgh to work for engineer Henry Maudslay (1771-1831) in 
London. He made an 8-inch reflector and they planned a 24-inch and 
observatory at Norwood. However, his employer died and Nasmyth 
moved to Manchester to set up the Bridgwater Foundry (1835) at 
Patricroft where he resumed observing from Green Lane House. 

D12 – Birr, Ireland * [1839-today] William Parsons (1800-67) began 
making speculum mirrors in 1827 and investigated both solid and 
composite designs of 12-inch, 15-inch, 24-inch and 36-inch aperture 
by 1839. The ‘3-foot reflector’ of 26-foot focus (f/9) included both 
segmented and solid mirrors and was used on a wooden alt-azimuth 
mount. 

Further suggestions 
Additional references to possible small observatories include: 
clergyman William Robinson Gilby (1789-1848) used a 24-inch T&S 
alt-az circle in Beverley, Yorkshire; a Mr Holford of Hampstead used 
a 60-inch equatorial; Mr A. Livingstone of Liverpool used a 32-inch 
achromatic; hydrographer James Horsburgh (1762-1836) of Herne 
Hill used a Troughton achromatic; Samuel Holehouse (1791-1846) of 
Islington used a Tulley achromatic of 84-inch focus for the 1831 
October Aldebaran occultation; clergyman Gervas Harvey Woodhouse 
(-1882) used the (South) 3.2-inch Tulley achromatic of 45-inch focus 

(f/14) from 1831, becoming rector of Finningley 5 years later; naval 
officers C. Hopkins of North Shields and William Black of Ormesby 
both used 54-inch achromatics for the solar eclipse of 1836 May; 
Arthur Utting of North Yarmouth used a 6-inch Gregorian of 36-inch 
focus (f/6); schoolmaster Thomas Wright Hill (1763-1851) retired to 
Bruce Castle, Tottenham with a Tulley refractor in 1835;  Gresham 
College continued to use their 36-foot Hooke zenith telescope (1669) 
for daytime observations of γ Draconis; solicitor Charles Shearman 
(1800-45) of Camden Town used a 5.5-inch Gregorian reflectors of 
48-inch focus (f/9) and also an 84-inch Gregorian; an observatory in
Exchequer Street, Dublin was used for the 1832 Mercury transit;
schoolteacher Charles Pritchard (1803-93) founded an observatory at
Clapham school where he worked from 1834-62 before moving to
Oxford; engineer Charles May (1800-60) built an observatory at
Bolton Lane, Ipswich between 1836-51 which included a 20-inch
transit and 6.7-inch Merz equatorial; Joseph Baxendell (1815-87)
began his observing career in 1836; Frederick William Naylor (1810-
59) at Beeston was observing double stars in 1839; and arctic explorer
George Fisher (1794-1873) working as chaplain at Greenwich Royal
Hospital School was using a 2.7-inch Dollond transit of 42-inch focus
(f/16) and a 3-inch achromatic of 46-inch focus (f/15); Richard
Greene made specula of 3 to 9-inch aperture using a
grinding/polishing machine which received a gold medal in 1834.
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a contrivance to simplify calculations. The front cover of 
Blundeville’s book is shown in Figure 1. The ‘exercises’, 
developed from his work as a personal tutor, were first 
published in 1594 and were designed to support practical 
applications. In addition to providing a grounding in 
arithmetic and algebra in the book, Thomas describes the 
geocentric view of the universe with the earth at the centre 
surrounded by layers or ‘heavens’ as shown in Figure 2. 

In March 2019, in an attempt to compensate for my 
somewhat isolated astronomical existence in the clear 
skies of Andalucia in Spain, I rented a converted barn in 
Norfolk for the month, adjacent to the village of Newton 
Flotman. This was so I could attend meetings of the 
Norwich Astronomical Society, based at nearby Seething 
Observatory, and also pursue my daytime interest of 
photography with all the opportunities that Norfolk 
offers. What I had not realised, when I chose the 
location, was that 497 years earlier a man named 
Thomas Blundeville (1522 – 1606) was born at 
Blundeville Manor in the village, less than a mile from 
my temporary residence in Norfolk. Blundeville, an 
expert horseman, was a man of many talents including 
mathematics, astronomy and logic and was a prolific 
author. He is credited by some with having invented the 
protractor – well known to all of us as an essential 
requirement at school. Looking closely at his published 
scientific works gives the reader an insight into a man 
attempting to educate others in mathematics, geography 
and astronomy to be used for practical purposes such as 
navigation. He explained the movement of the Sun, 
Moon and planets, identifying appropriate supporting 
resources such as the astrolabe, maps, and tables, using 
the work of others and translating books or articles as he 
deemed necessary to support understanding for his 
readers. In this article I take a glimpse at the 
astronomical writings of Blundeville and try to visualise 
his life in the context of the significant events taking 
place in Norfolk, in England and across the world in the 
16th Century. 

Astronomy during Blundeville’s Lifetime. 

Thomas was born into a period when astronomy, 
traditionally based on the assumption that the earth was at 
the centre of the universe, was being challenged by the 
emergence of Copernicanism1, supporting the Sun centred 
model promoted by Aristarchus almost 2000 years earlier. 
Only 8 years before Thomas’s birth Copernicus had 
privately circulated a manuscript entitled 
‘Commentariolus’2	outlining the heliocentric theory that 
would (perhaps diplomatically some might say) not be 
generally published in its final form, with mathematical 
explanations, until 1543, the year of his death, in his work 
“On the Revolutions of the Heavenly Spheres”. (De 
Revolutionibus Orbium Coelestum)3. 

Blundeville made references to Copernicus and his 
heliocentric theory in his writings but continued to use the 
geocentric model in his book ‘M. Blundeville His 
Exercises’ This was probably as a result of interpreting 
Osiander’s preface to ‘De Revolutionibus’ in the belief it 
was written by Copernicus – which was not the case4. This 
preface, written after Copernicus had become ill in 1542 
and probably published without his consent, effectively 
implied that the heliocentric model was merely 
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Figure 1: A later printing of Blundeville's Exercises 

Figure 2: Blundeville's Geocentric portrayal of the Universe 

A Norfolk Gentleman - Thomas Blundeville
Len Adam
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“In ascending orderly vpwardes from the Elements they 
bee these, The first is the Spheare of the Moone, The 
seconde the Spheare of Mercury, The third the Spheare 
of Venus, The fourth the Spheare of the Sunne, The fift 
the Spheare of Mars, The sixt the Spheare of Iupiter, The 
seuenth the Spheare of Saturne, The eight the Spheare of 
the fixed Starres, commonly called the firmament. The 
ninth is called the second moueable or Christall heauen, 
The tenth is called the first moueable, and the eleueuth is 
called the Emperiall heauen, where God and his Angels 
are said to dwell.”5

Significant 
astronomers of 
the period were 
Tycho Brahe 
(1546 – 1601) 
and his assistant 
Johannes Kepler 
(1571 – 1630). In 
1572 Tycho 
Brahe observed a 
new star that 
appeared in the 
constellation of 
Cassiopeia6. The 
appearance of 
this Type 1a 
naked eye 
supernova 
contradicted the 
generally 
accepted theory 
that the heavens 

with no telescopes available until about 1609, had no 
knowledge of the craters of the Moon, the satellites of 
Jupiter, the rings of Saturn or the phases of Venus and 
could not differentiate stars in the Milky Way. Blundeville 
died about 3 years before Galileo looked through a 
telescope. 

Without the benefits of the telescope, astronomers of 
Blundeville’s time could only see the Sun, Moon and 
larger ‘nebulae’ as extended objects. The Orion Nebula 
was clearly visible to the naked eye but the Andromeda 
galaxy would only be a faint blur without any optical aid. 
The stars and planets were all just single points of light so 
most observational work was based on measuring the 
position and movement of objects and angles between 

were unchanging so was major news in 16th century 
astronomy and astrology, (and wider) circles. The event 
piqued the interest of Queen Elizabeth 1st who summoned 
the astrologer and mathematician Thomas Allen for an 
explanation7. Thomas Allen, shown in Figure 3, also acted 
as astrologer to Robert Dudley (the Earl of Leicester) who 
was Thomas Blundeville’s patron, (Figure 4). I know that 
John Dee was a favourite of Elizabeth and wonder why he 
was not her first choice as an advisor regarding the 1572 
new star. Dudley’s astrologer may have been more readily 
available. John Dee certainly contributed to the widespread 
discussion of the new object8. Incidentally, both Brahe and 
Kepler were also known as astrologers – as well as 
astronomers  - the significance of which I will come back 
to later in the article. 

In 1577 however Tycho Brahe observed another flaw in 
‘the unchanging heavens’ in that he observed a bright 
comet – allegedly he first saw this as a reflection in his 
fishpond. Brahe was able to show, by measuring its 
parallax, that the comet lay beyond the Moon and was not 
an atmospheric effect that represented the traditional 
Aristotelian view. Queen Elizabeth was disturbed by the 
appearance of this comet and this time did send for her 
astrologer John Dee9	who spent 3 days at Windsor with the 
Queen explaining his thoughts on this appearance10. At 
that time Blundeville, and all other watchers of the skies, 
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them and comparing their brightness.  An important clue to 
the true nature of things, that could be observed, was the 
significant retrograde motion of Mars, Jupiter and Saturn 
which is readily explained in the heliocentric model but 
which had been explained away by complicated epicyclic 
movement in the geocentric model.  Another Blundeville 
book called the “Theoriques of the Seven Planets” was 
mainly but not exclusively concerned with astronomy11. 
By referring to the ‘7 planets’ Blundeville means the 
Moon, the Sun, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. 
These had all been generally accepted as objects orbiting 
the stationary Earth. In his introduction to “The Seven 
planets” he explained his reasons for writing the book and 
his target audience: 

“Being aduertised by diuers of my good friends, how 
fauorably it hath pleased the Gentlemen, both of the 
Court and Country, and specially the Gentlemen of the 
Innes of Court, to accept of my poore Pamphlets, 
entituled Blundeuiles Exercises; yea, and that many haue 
earnestly studied the same, because they plainly teach the 
first Principles, as well of Geographie as of Astronomie.” 

Regardless of whether the ‘universe’, was heliocentric or 
geocentric, Blundeville’s aim was to provide practical 
tools that could be used by his readers and the geocentric 
model provided these. It did not matter if the Moon was 
just another ‘planet’ or if it revolved around the earth as 
long as you could predict its position with sufficient 
accuracy.  

An example of a practical application of astronomy to 
navigation is described by Blundeville in his published 
‘Exercises’ in the form of a sketch of a device that would 
allow the determination of the position of the North Star 
(Polaris or Lodestar) in relation to the true pole at any 
time. This is how Blundeville described it: 

“How to make an instrument which will show at any 
hour of the night how much the Lodestar rises above or 
beneath the pole..” 

Figure 6 shows the instrument, which he called the 
“Rectifier of the North Starre”.  Blundeville follows up the 
introduction of the instrument with detailed instructions on 
how to construct it and how to use it.  As a navigator on a 
ship in the 16th and 17th century, having a ‘Rectifier of the 
North Star” would help you to locate the true pole and 
determine your latitude with greater accuracy. (I have an 
“app” on my iPhone that effectively does the same thing to 
allow me to polar align my telescope.)   

Background to Thomas’s Political Connections and 
events in Norfolk. 

I will now try to put the period of Thomas Blundeville’s 
lifetime from 1522 to 1606 into perspective. It is important 
to realize that Blundeville was no simple country squire. 
On the death of his father he became ‘Lord of the Manor’ 
with the power to allocate the clerical ‘living’ of the local 

church (advowson12) and associated glebe13 and to hold 
local court. Thomas rubbed shoulders with nobility, 
politicians and great academic minds. He tutored the 
household of Francis Wyndham and also tutored Elizabeth 
Bacon in arithmetic – the daughter of Sir Nicholas Bacon, 
“sometime Lord Keeper of the Great Seale of England” as 
Thomas described him. (Francis Wyndham married 
Elizabeth Bacon). Nicholas became an adviser to Queen 
Elizabeth 1st.  (Sir Francis Bacon who became Lord 
Chancellor was the son of Nicholas Bacon by his second 
wife.) As mentioned above, Thomas became a protégé of 
the Earl of Leicester – better known as Robert Dudley, 
suitor to Queen Elizabeth. In fact Blundeville dedicated 

one of his first written offerings to Queen Elizabeth14 and 
others to Dudley. Henry V111 was on the throne when 
Thomas was born so he will have grown up against the 
background of the establishment of the Church of England 
and the dissolution of the monasteries following the Act of 
Supremacy enacted in 1534 when Thomas was 12 years 
old.   The aftermath of the dissolution of Wymondham 
Abbey in 1538, less than 9 miles from Blundeville Manor, 
must have been followed closely by the Blundevilles. The 
demolition of this abbey managed by a royally appointed 
Sir John Flowerdew, was a partial cause of the Kett 
rebellion in 1549 with Norwich being held by16000 rebels 
for about a month. This ended at the Battle of Mousehold 
Heath when the Earl of Warwick and his 12000 - strong 
army defeated the rebels resulting in the hanging of its 
leader Robert Kett in Norwich followed by the hanging of 
his brother William from the Wymondham Abbey church 
tower, the remains of which still stand. Following the 
battle, the victorious Earl of Warwick (who was later to 

Figure 6: Rectifier of he North Star 
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become the Duke of Northumberland), and was Robert 
Dudley’s father, visited Stanfield Hall, only a few miles 
from Blundeville Manor, with his young son Robert, who 
met the 17 year old Amy Robsart, resulting in a marriage 
at Sheen in 1550 attended by the young King Edward VIth. 
John Dudley, the Duke of Northumberland, was beheaded 
in 1553 – but that is another story! Amy was to die 
mysteriously at the age of 28 after falling downstairs 
leading to an unsubstantiated and undoubtedly false 
rumour that it was planned by Robert to make himself 
available for Elizabeth. Sir Walter Scott wrote the fictional 
novel ‘Kenilworth’ based around this event15 which many 
took as an accurate representation of the facts but this was 
not the case. (Kenilworth Castle was gifted to Robert 
Dudley by Queen Elizabeth 1st in 1563.) 

Elizabeth 1st came to the throne at the age of 25 in 1558 
when Thomas Blundeville was 36. Elizabeth had stayed at 
Shelton Hall in Norfolk in her youth, only 5 ½ miles due 
south of Blundeville Manor, at the residence of Sir John 
Shelton and his wife Anne Boleyn, aunt to the second wife 
of Henry VIII of the same name who had been executed 
when Elizabeth was 2 years old.  

Background to Thomas’s Scientific and Academic 
Connections and Influences and his resulting 
publications. 

Blundeville is believed to have been educated at 
Cambridge and is referred to in detail in Athenae 
Cantabrigienses16. This book published by Charles Cooper 
in the mid nineteenth century consists of the biographies of 
key figures associated with Cambridge University 
following the earlier example from Oxford of ‘Athenae 
Oxoniensis’. This is how Blundeville’s biography starts in 
the Cambridge work:  

“THOMAS BLUNDEVILE, eldest son of Edward 
Blundevile, esq., of Newton Flotman in Norfolk, by his 
wife Elizabeth daughter of Thomas Godsalve, was, as we 
believe, educated in this university, although we are 
unable to specify the period or the college or house to 
which he belonged. As early as 1560 he had acquired a 
reputation as a man of letters….” 

During his time at Cambridge he would have met a 
number of significant academics and throughout his life he 
certainly became involved with scientists and 
mathematicians of note some of whom contributed to his 
books. He would have been at Cambridge at the same time 
as John Dee17, Queen Elizabeth’s adviser and astrologer. 
If you watch the film “Elizabeth- the Golden Age’ you will 
see John Dee giving Queen Elizabeth 1st astrological 
advice prior to the attempted Spanish invasion. Six years 
after the Spanish fleet lay burning off Calais, Blundeville 
would publish his ‘Exercises’. Blundeville was definitely 
acquainted with John Dee as he refers to him in his 
‘Exercises’:  “…….. the true Kalender lately calculated by
a most excellent Mathematician and mine old 

acquaintance M. Dee of Mortlake,” 

Contacts certainly included Henry Briggs (1561-1630), a 
graduate of St. John’s College Cambridge who became the 
first Gresham College professor of geometry and inventor 
of logarithms with a base 10, William Barlow, the author 
of ‘The Navigator’s Supply’, Edward Wright (1561-1615) 
the mathematician and cartographer, Lancelot Browne 
(1545 – 1605), doctor to Queen Elizabeth and to James 1st 
and his wife Queen Anne of Denmark and William Gilbert 
(1544 – 1603), also a protégé of the Earl of Leicester, a 
physicist, the person who coined the word ‘electricity’, 
who also became physician to Queen Elizabeth 1st and 
King James 1st. The name Gilbert will be familiar to those 
students of electricity and magnetism as ‘the’ Gilbert was 
at one stage used as the unit of Magnetomotive Force 
(MMF) – the magnetic equivalent of Electromotive Force 
(EMF or Voltage). Lancelot Browne was to assist 
Blundeville in the writing of his book “The Theoriques of 
the Seven Planets.” In this book Blundeville stated that he 
would deliver “a better understanding of the Prutenicall 
Tables” as one of its aims. These tables, published in 1551, 
and widely adopted at the time, are alternatively known as 
the ‘Prussian” Tables and were produced by Erasmus 
Reinhold (1511 – 1553) with the aim of improving the 
tables in De Revolutionibus by Nicolaus Copernicus. 
(Published in 1543). Although based on the work of 
Copernicus, Reinhold was not a believer in heliocentrism 
and his interpretation of the work of Copernicus was 
converted back to a geocentric system.  In ‘The 
Sleepwalkers” published by Arthur Koestler in 1959, 
Koestler implied that very few people had read De 
Revolutionibus. Owen Gingerich worked through all the 
annotations in Reinhold’s personal copy of De 
Revolutionibus held at Edinburgh University and went on 
to locate hundreds of copies of the work, including may 
with annotations, throughout the world. This resulted in 
Gingerich publishing the book ‘The Book Nobody Read’ 
in 2004, invalidating Koestler’s claim.  

Jacquot18 in 1953 refers to Blundeville’s sources for ‘the 
seven planets’.: “Le dernier ouvrage de Blundeville, 
Théories des sept planètes (1602), se fonde sur le traité de 
Purbach, Theoricae novae planetáriím, qu'il complète et 
met à jour à l'aide d'auteurs récents.” (Blundeville's final 
work, Theories of the Seven Planets (1602), is based on 
Purbach's treatise, Theoricae novae planetarium, which he 
completes and brings up to date with the help of recent 
authors.) 

Blundeville himself in “The Seven Planets” explains his 
sources: “I thought I could not shew my selfe any way 
more thankfull vnto them, than by setting forth the 
Theoriques of the Planets, vvhich I haue collected, partly 
out of Ptolomey, and partly out of Purbachius, and of his 
Commentator Reinholdus, also out of Copernicus, but 
most out of Mestelyn, whom I haue cheefely followed, 
because his method and order of writing greatly contenteth 
my humor. I haue also in many things followed Maginus, a 
later vvriter, vvho came not vnto my hands, before that I 
had almost ended the first part of my booke, neither should 
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I haue had him at all, if my good friend M. 
Doctor Browne, one of the ordinarie Physicians to her 
Maiestie, had not gotten him for me, with which good 
Doctor I haue had in times past at Norwiche many learned 
conferences, and haue receiued at his hands many good 
documents” 

“Because the making and vsing of the foresaid 
Instrument, for finding the latitude by the 
declination of the Magneticall Needle, will bee 
too troublesome for the most part of Sea-men, 
being notwithstanding a thing most worthie to be 
put in daily practise, especially by such as 
vndertake long voyages: it was thought meet by 
my worshipfull friend M. Doctor Gilbert, that 
(according to M. Blundeuiles earnest request) 
this Table following should be hereunto 
adioined; which M. Henry Briggs (professor of 
Geometrie in Gresham Colledge at London) 
calculated and made out of the doctrine and 
tables of Triangles, according to the 
Geometricall grounds and reason of this 
Instrument, appearing in the 7 and 8 Chapter of 
M. Doctor Gilberts fift booke of the Loadstone.
By helpe of which Table, the Magneticall 
declination being giuen, the height of the Pole 
may most easily be found, after this manner. With
the Instrument of Declination before described, 
find out what the Magneticall declination is at 
the place where you are: Then looke that 
Magneticall declination in the second Collume of 
this Table, and in the same line immediatly 
towards the left hand, you shall find the height of 
the Pole at the same place, vnlesse there besome 
variation of the declination, which must be found 
out by particular obseruation in euery place.”19 

So, in reality Blundeville had obtained his material from a 
range of contributors, translating material when necessary 
and interpreting it for his readers. Ptolemy (AD 100-170) 
of course believed that the earth was at the centre of the 
universe and did not move – i.e. a believer in geocentrism. 
George Purbach (Purbachius) (1423-1461) was a highly 
respected mathematician, and astronomer, making great 
strides in the development of trigonometry and producing 
his definitive work “Theoricae Novae Planetarum” which 
was very well received and became a standard text. Of 
course this was based on a geocentric universe - 
remembering that Copernicus would not be born until 
1473, 12 years after Purbach’s death. With the increasing 
availability of printed books Reinhold published a well-
received textbook, which reviewed Purbach’s  “Theoricae 
Novae Planetarum”, thus Blundeville’s reference to 
Reinhold being Purbach’s “Commentator”.  This book was 
published in 1542. Blundeville made reference to 

“Mestelyn” as a source because he liked the methodical 
presentation of his work. “Mestelyn” is better known as 
Michael Maestlyn.

At the time these tables had a major application – in 
astrology. In this article I have already mentioned Dee, 
Allen and other as astrologers. Purbach himself was Court 
Astrologer to King Ladislas V of Bohemia. In mentioning 
Thomas Blundeville to Allan Chapmen he stressed that I 
should realise that astrology was wholly respectable at that 
time – ‘for figures such as Blundeville and others 
openly wrote on medical astrology, as physicians believed 
that the bodily humours, which lay at the heart of health 
and illness, were influenced by celestial movements’. An 
explanation of the significance of astrology is given in 
Allan Chapman’s book “Stargazers: Copernicus, Galileo, 
the Telescope and the Church. 20 Chapter 23 is called “The 
Long Death of Astrology” and explains that, considering 
the beliefs of the time, astrology would make perfect 
sense. 

Thomas Sonar in his 2006 paper “Henry Briggs and the 
Dip Table” (https://tinyurl.com/y4tyw7n5)  referred to the 
‘Gresham Circle’ or the ‘Briggsian Circle’ of Briggs, 
Gilbert, Wright, Barlow and Blundeville, referring to 
Blundeville as a “great populariser of scientific 
knowledge.” 
Technology and access to information was developing rapidly 
in Blundeville’s time. The increasing number of books 
produced by printing press was beginning to provide 
education to an expanding readership. Although the 
tradition of writing books in Latin meant that academics in 
different countries could understand them there were a 
growing number of books being translated or written in 
English, expanding the readership into the general 
population.  

Blundeville Hall and and the local church 

In my short time in Newton Flotman I attempted to track 
down as much local information as I could about 
Blundeville and his surroundings.  The name of the village 
is said to be derived from New Town (Newton) and Flote 
which refers to the ferry used to cross the river Tas (when 
it was significantly wider) in the village with Flotman 
referring to the ferryman with references to the name 
Flotman going back to the start of the millennium.  A 
medieval stone bridge, brick clad in 1838, replaced the 
need for a ferryman. In Figure 7 there is a photograph of 
the bridge that I took in March 2019, which happens to 
include a house, that was previously an inn, believed to 
date back to the early 16th century so would have been 
there in Blundeville’s time.  I can imagine Thomas 
Blundeville astride his horse riding to the south west 
through the village from the Manor House, crossing the 
bridge on his way to Cambridge University for his studies 
or taking the coach – perhaps starting from a nearby 
coaching house such as the Ram Inn on the road to the 
south of Newton Flotman towards Cambridge – although 
this is mere speculation!  

Gilbert and Briggs  are mentioned in the  appendix to 'the 
seven planets' written by Edward Wright
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I discovered that the 14th century Church of St. Mary in the 
village, a short walk from where I was staying, contained 
a monument set up by Thomas in his lifetime, under which 
he is now buried. 

Norfolk is said to 
have the largest 
concentration of 
churches in the 
world21, having 
originally 
contained over 
1000 of which 
over 650 survive. 
With diminishing 
congregations 
and a large 
number of 
churches, many 
of these are 
closed 
permanently or 
for part of the 
week. St Mary’s 
falls into the 
latter category 
and I must thank 
William Ball, the 
St. Mary’s 

Church keyholder, for responding to my phone call and 
arranging to meet me and give me access and permission 
to take photographs.   

Thomas Blundeville’s father was Edward, owner of 

Blundeville Manor in Newton 
Flotman, which I discovered is long 
gone. When I enquired as to the 
location of Blundeville Manor I was 
instantly given directions but 
discovered that it is now merely a 
street name for a cul de sac of 
bungalows – a short walk from the 
church – not quite what I imagined! 
Search on Google for Blundeville 
Manor and you will be presented with 
a map showing the location of this 
street. However, at least this should 
keep the name alive in this small 
village. (See Figure 9.) 

I had some success with a Norfolk 
Facebook group22 enquiry that I put 
out asking about the location of 
Blundeville Manor. I was referred to 
the book “A General History of the 
County of Norfolk Vol. 2” published in 
1829. In a footnote was the following 
information about the location of 
Blundeville Manor  

“Blundeville 
Manor House, 
commonly called 
Newton Hall, 
stood on the left 
hand of the road 
from Norwich to 
Newton, about a 
half mile north-
east of the 
church”.  

With this 
information I 
measured 800 
metres along the 
road to the 
northeast from 
the church, 
approximately 

half a mile, on 
Google Maps 

and took the 
screenshot shown 

in Figure 10. The zero on the measuring line indicates that 
the Manor would be in the fields to the right of the road., 
although I think the vague estimate of about half a 
mile from the church needs to be assumed to be up to a 
mile  to be certain!  The 'north-east' direction also needs to 
be regarded as very approximate. 

In studying the “Theoriques of the Seven Planets” I came 
across information regarding the location of Blundeville 
Manor from from Blundeville himself in using a device of 
Gilbert’s to determine the latitude of his house.  

Figure 7: The Bridge over the River TAS. Note the 16th Century house in the 
background that would have been present in the time of Blundeville. He could have 
ridden to Cambridge across this bridge. 

Figure 8: St. Mary’s Church Newton 
Flotman 

Figure 9: Blundeville Manor cul-de-sac 
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“As for example, M. Doctor Gilbert hauing found by the 
Instrument of Declination, as he wrote to me, the 
declination at London to be 72 degrees: then by applying 
the same to the Instrument of Latitude, in such order as is 
before taught, he found the latitude of London to be 51 
degrees, 32 minutes. And I prouing the same at mine owne 
house at Newton Flotman, not distant aboue foure miles 
Southward from Norwich, I found the declination of the 
Needle to bee 73 degrees and a little more, and thereby I 
found our latitude here to be 52 degrees or thereabout.” 

On Google maps I measure Newton Flotman village to be 
over 6.5 miles from the centre of Norwich as the crow flies 
so that conflicts with Blundeville’s value of less than 4 
miles assuming he measured from the centre. Based on the 

Figure 10: Potential location of Blundeville Manor from the description in “A General History of the County of Norfolk 
Vol. 2” 

Figure 11: The Blundeville Memorial in St Mary’s Church. 
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location of the remaining ruins of the southern boundary of 
the remaining city wall it would be closer to this figure. 
The latitude of Newton Flotman is about 52.5 degrees.  

Edward Blundeville died in 1568 and Thomas, who was 
his eldest son, inherited Blundeville Manor23.  In 1571 
Thomas set up the monument in St Mary’s church as 
evidenced by Thomas’s dated inscription.  At the time the 
monument was dedicated to Thomas’s Great Grandfather 
Richard, Grandfather Ralph and his Father Edward in the 
form of a brass plaque, which incorporates their names, 
ages and date of death, fitted into a panel in the monument 
as shown in Figure 12. After Thomas’s death, carvings and 
details were added to the monument  in his memory. One 
panel shows Thomas kneeling on a stool (called a 
Faldstool) dressed in armour with his helmet and a book in 
front of him. There is also a pine chest with ‘decorative 
iron straps’ as described in the information booklet that I 
was given that I carelessly omitted to photograph. It is 
believed to have contained his papers and some scientific 
instruments. At the moment I am not sure of what 
happened to those papers or instruments. Perhaps a 
Bulletin reader has come across other references to them 
that I would be really interested in knowing about. The 
chest is referred to in his will of 1605 with a description. 
Thomas was married twice. His first wife, Rose Puttenham 
and his second wife Margaret Johnson are featured in 
another panel on the monument together with his two 
daughters. Thomas did have a son Andrew from his first 
marriage but he was killed as a soldier. Thomas had the 
two daughters, Elizabeth and Patience, by his second 
marriage. 

Figure 11: Part of the Blundeville Monument. In the centre is the kneeling Thomas Blundeville. To the left are his two wives and two daughters. 
On the right is a brass plaque 

Figure 12: The Brass plaque that forms part of the Blundeville 
memorial.  
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REFERENCES 

1 A useful reference on Copernicus ca
 

n be found here: 
http://copernicus.torun.pl/en/ 

‘NICOLAUS COPERNICUS THORUNENSIS is an academic 
portal devoted to Nicolaus Copernicus, developed through the 
collaborative efforts of  Nicolaus  Copernicus University in 
Toruń, the City of Toruń and the Institute for the History of 
Science, Polish Academy of Sciences’. 

2 The translated text of Commentariolus is available on this 
website [https://tinyurl.com/y422y6wa] It 
includes the postulate that 

“All the spheres encircle the sun, which is as it were in the 
middle of them all, so that the centre of the universe is near 
the sun.” 

3 At the recent SHA Spring Conference delegates were able 
to view a copy of this work in the Upper Library of Christ 
Church College, Oxford. See the report in this 
issue of the Bulletin. 

4 David Deming in Volume 3 of ‘Science and Technology 
in World History gave this as a likely reason for 
Blundeville sticking to geocentrism in that published work. 
(Page 138). 

5 Blundeville lived in the same century as William 
Shakespeare and much research on the English 
language and original pronunciation (OP) has been carried out 
in association with the Globe Theatre to allow actors to 
replicate the spoken word of the time. I don’t know enough 
about this to know if Blundeville spoke with a Norfolk accent 
as well! I particularly like the fact that by identifying the way 
some words were pronounced showed that some words in 
Shakespeare’s plays are now found to rhyme! An Open 
University  video illustrating the research can be found here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPlpphT7n9s 

6 See this website regarding the 1572 supernova: 

https://tinyurl.com/y4yv2rhj

Lesley Murdin. Here there is a report of this meeting in a 
paragraph entitled ‘Explosions in the mind of men.’ 

8 a) The Nova Stella and its Observers: P. Ruiz–Lapuente 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0502399.pdf 

b) In 1573, following calculations to attempt to determine the
distance to the new star using parallax in association with
Thomas Digges, Dee published “Parallacticae
commentationis praxosque”.
9 SHA Members who attended the Spring Conference at Chethams 
School on 26th April 2014 may recall that John Dee became Warden 
of the priest's college on the site, associated with the nearby Manchester 
Cathedral.  

10 See the reference in "London" Charles Knight 1842

https://tinyurl.com/yyea6ogu 

11 The text of the ‘Theoriques of the Seven Planets can be 
       accessed here:  https://tinyurl.com/y6fpgzgp 

12 Advowson -Dictionary Definition 

13 Glebe– The land belonging to a church. Details regarding Blundeville or 

Newton Hall are here: https://tinyurl.com/y4j23jou

14 Dedicated to Elizabeth1st – In 1561 Blundeville  published a partial 
translation of Plutarch’ Moralia entitled ‘Three Moral Treatises’, the first 
of which he dedicated to Queen Elizabeth 1st. 

15  Kenilworth is available as a free e-book    

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/1606/1606-h/1606- 

16 See Athenae Cantabrigiones Page 342 for Blundeville entry.
 https://tinyurl.com/yyxgtrj9
17 John Dee – You Tube Video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-R4GacDtcw 

18 Jacquot article: https://tinyurl.com/y6qzlsyy 

19 Scroll to the bottom of the document to see the table.
https://tinyurl.com/y6fpgzgp 

20 Refer to the chapter on “The Long Death of Astrology) in 
Allan Chapman’s book – Stargazers: 

Copernicus, Galileo, the Telescope and the Church 

21 See article: https://tinyurl.com/y6ja9pez 

22 Facebook group Norfolk Tales, Myths and More! 
https://tinyurl.com/y45oufsr 

23 British History Online

7 a) John Aubrey in his “Brief lives” (1669 to 1696) wrote that 
“Queen Elizabeth sent for him (Thomas Allen) to have his 
advice about the new star that appeared in the Swan or 
Cassiopeia (but I think Swan), to which he gave his judgment 
very learnedly." (NOTE: It was Cassiopeia) 
https://archive.org/stream/in.ernet.dli.2015.76242/2015.76242. 
Au breys-Brief-Lives_djvu.txt 

b) Also see See Page 35 in the Chapter ‘The Renaissance
Supernovae’ in the book ‘Supernovae’ by Paul and
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A Report on an Astrophysical Observatory on Hamel Down, 
Dartmoor” 
Is this an undiscovered chapter in the Herstmonceux story? 

Jonathan Maxwell 

On the 2 November 2018 I received an intriguing email from a 
friend.  

Jon...  
Something beautiful and extraordinary has surfaced...  
A month or so ago I acquired the literary remains of an A S G 
Blackmore...an architect and distant relation of R D Blackmore 
(Lorna Doone, Dartmoor).  
Anyway, I'm slowly working my way through his library... and 
yesterday I came across the plans, architectural drawings, etc, 
for an Observatory:  
"A Report on an Astrophysical Observatory on Hamel Down. 
Dartmoor". It's dated 1952.  
It's about 50 pages in typescript, 40 x 24 cms, exquisitely bound 
with all original photographs, drawings, plans, etc and in a 
Presentation Box.  
It must be the architect's master copy.  
Can I send it along....? 
I would like to get it to the right home....your Historical Society 
springs to mind. 
Best  
Bob. 

“Bob” is Dr Robert Speer, Senior Lecturer in Spectroscopy at 
Imperial College London (now retired), and currently the owner 
of an antiquarian book shop in Lyme Regis. He did “send it 
along”; as a gift to the SHA library.

SHA Bulletin 32 Autumn 2019

This treasure turns out to be a comprehensive professional 
Architectural survey supporting a proposal for a state of the art 
(in 1952) Astrophysical Observatory, with:  
An 80 inch Reflecting telescope,  
A 30 inch Catadioptric Schmidt camera,  
A 150 feet high solar telescope,  
And a 10 inch Refractor for a public outreach programme.  

Dr Speer, with his professional spectroscopic background, has 
recognised the value of this tome to the astronomical community 
who have an interest in the history of British astronomy in the 
20th century; and, as you see above he was offering to donate it to 
the SHA library.  
The SHA library has accepted this generous gift and we have now 
had time to delve into it.  
Our first thought was of course to search on-line for “Hamel 
Down Astronomical Observatory”, only to find that there is no 
observatory there on Dartmoor (at Ordnance Survey map 
coordinates SX 70614, 79367, just 2.25 miles north of 
Widecombe in the Moor), nor ever has been. So we had a mystery 
on our hands.  
Looking closer at this professionally produced document we then 
saw that it is indeed an architect’s survey and a proposal for a 
contemporary state-of-the-art Astrophysical Observatory. The 
report is comprehensive and eclectic, delving into every relevant 
aspect of the environment and functionality of a modern 
observatory. Consideration is of course given to the telescopes 
and spectroscopic and photographic accessories, also the 
meteorological history of the site, and to the design of the 
laboratories, workshops, residential quarters, catering facilities; 
and even to the plants that would be suitable and helpful in the 
vicinity of the observatory buildings; it includes detail plans for
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all the internal and external services, and a review of the 
necessary environment for the resident astronomers.  
The whole report constitutes a comprehensive manual for any 
working committee preparing to establish a new astronomical 
observatory.  
The architect concerned, the author of this document, was A.S.G. 
Blackmore, and this document constitutes his thesis report, 
written in 1952, when he was at the end of his seven years of 
study in the School of Architecture in the University of 
Nottingham (their alumni includes D.H Lawrence, I resist the 
temptation of including an exclamation mark).  

Alfred Stanley Gardner Blackmore (1929-2018) was, after 
National Service at the end of WW2, a life-long professional 
architect (and polymath it seems). He was also a magistrate for 34 
years, starting in 1961. As the son of an Anglican vicar, he grew 
up in Leicestershire and attended Oakham School before his army 
service in the Royal Engineers.  
An important and fascinating feature of this thesis report is its 
acknowledgements section. It reveals the essence of this 
architectural project. It lists eight senior scientific professionals, 
including five astronomers, the keeper of the Astronomy and 
Geophysics department at the Science Museum, a meteorologist 
and an industrial chemist. A bit of research has revealed the 
character of this team of advisors. The list here below is given in 
the order that the author has used, which presumably gives us a 
clue to the relative scale of the contributions from each of these 
advisors.  

Dr A. Hunter CBE (1912-1995), A PhD in Spectroscopy, and in 
1952 was head of Astrometry and Astrophysics at Herstmonceux. 
Later he was in charge of commissioning the 98in Isaac Newton 
telescope, and was eventually Director of the Observatory. He 
was also an important member of the team of astronomers who 
promoted the establishment of the Anglo-Australian Observatory, 
and one can only wonder whether he was able to make use of 
Blackmore’s survey in that project.  

Dr F.A. Freeth OBE FRS (1884-1970), A high-flying ICI 
industrial chemist, famous for developing several major chemical 
processes that were important in the manufacture of explosives, 

including the one that was used in the notorious Silvertown 
factory that blew up in 1917. Freeth recorded that he would, on a 
monthly basis, remind the Silvertown plant of the risk that the 
plant would explode, but that it was deemed "worth the risk”  

Colin A. Ronan (1920-1995), An Historian working on the 
history of Science and Technology. Who was famous for his 
research into the Thomas Digges catadioptric telescope that 
preceded the generally accepted invention of the first telescope 
(in 1609) by about 50 years.  

M.B.B. Heath (1889-1963) A leading amateur astronomer and
mathematician who had a well-equipped observatory with a high
quality 10inch telescope at his observatory in
Kingsteignton near Newton Abbott (not so far from Hamel
Down). In an obituary, Patrick Moore had this to say of him: “He
was an excellent mathematician, who liked to devise his own
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shortened, but always rigorous, methods of solution; a few 
unwary critics who questioned his accuracy or soundness were 
quick to learn their mistakes”.  
Dr Ira S. Bowen (1898-1993), Best described as “Mr Mount 
Palomar”. He was director of the Mount Wilson and Palomar 
observatories, but he took a critical practical role in the optical 
work and the commissioning the Palomar telescope after WW2. 

R.H. Stoy CBE (1910-1994), In 1952 he was HM astronomer in 
South African, but taking a hands-on role in the important 
developments in Photo-electric photometry there, and the 
commissioning of two major telescopes.  

Dr H.R. Calvert (1904-1992), Keeper of the Department of 
Astronomy and Geophysics in the Science Museum.  

M.T. Spence OBE (1893-1985), An expert in the visibility from
Observatories, and who had been the Chief Meteorological
Officer at Bomber Command HQ during WW2.

One can hardly imagine a more powerful group of advisors for a 
major astronomical observatory project. In 1952, these people 
were all top decision makers, with profound expertise in their 
own fields. Sadly they are all now deceased, but should this 
report jog any reader’s memories of that era relating to the 
significance of this Architectural report it would be good to hear 
from them in the publications of the SHA. 
 The contents of this thesis report are comprehensive, covering 
every aspect of the project in depth, from the telescopes (there is 
a section on the optics of the telescopes), through the structures of 
the domes, through the requirements for the services in the 
laboratory buildings (including the Aluminising plant), the 

structure of the 
buildings with regard 
to heat, sound and 
vibration insulation, 
services required 
outside the buildings 
(eg sewage disposal 
and the approach 
roads) and even a 
discussion about the 
plants that would be 
appropriate to the site, 
bearing in mind that 
the astronomers, 
technicians and 
service personnel 
need to live there as a 
community.  

So why is there no 
observatory on 
Hamel Down? The 
answer of course is 
that this thesis report 
is a proposal for an 

observatory, rather than an architect’s instructions attached to an 
established financial budget. But perhaps the British astronomers 
in this list were at that time trying to get funding for an 
astrophysical observatory as an out-station for the Herstmonceux 
project. If that was so, the plan is based on astrophysical 
astronomy (Spectroscopy and Quantitative Astronomical 
Photography) that was perhaps thought at that time to be in 
danger of being insufficiently supported on the Herstmonceux site 
(which was at an early stage of development in 1952). This may 
sound strange, but it has to be remembered that the Royal 
Greenwich Observatory at that time was transforming itself from 
being a positional astronomy establishment, involved with, 
essentially, timekeeping, and funded mainly by Naval, GPO, and 
BBC budgets, to becoming the main astronomical establishment 
for the UK’s Scientific Civil Service. History tells us that in the 
end the Herstmonceux observatory was effectively a stepping 
stone to the UK’s other observatories on the Canary island of La 
Palma and in Australia at Siding Spring. Was this thesis report of 
value to the planners of those projects? Certainly Dr Alan Hunter, 
who is at the top of Blackmore’s list of interlocutors was 
influential in the early development of the Anglo-Australian 
Observatory project. But more immediately the Herstmonceux 
observatory was not up and running until the end of the 1950s, 
and perhaps Blackmore’s thesis was of value to that project in 
that period.  

Whatever its history and function was, this tome is, in Dr Speer’s 
words, “Something beautiful and extraordinary”  
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Over the Easter Weekend Roger Hutchins visited the 
Garden Museum at Lambeth, Where he spotted a 
telescope sketch and plaque on the wall. Dated July 
17th, 1813 it shows a telescope in the garden of North 
Mymms Place in Hertfordshire and believes the 
owner of this scope to be Edward Sabine a scientist 
who worked predominantly on magnetic observations 
around the globe. 

Edward Sabine had a long and distinguished career within the 
British Army. He had been born in Dublin Ireland on 14 
October 1788. At the age of 15 he was commissioned to the 
Royal Artillery as a second lieutenant and by the age of 24 he 
had seen action in both Gibraltar and Canada. He was 
unimpressed with Quebec and Canada and spoke of it as a 
wretched and filthy place. This tour of Canada would end in 
1816.  

Edward was the youngest child of 5 siblings his mother had 
died after giving birth to him and his father was to die  in 1814, 
his brother Joseph who was 27 years his senior, while his sister 
was 17 years senior and had acted as his mother most of his life. 
She married the prosperous Henry Browne in 1797 and 
alongside their home at 2 Portland Place they bought North 
Mymms Park as a country estate home. It was to this estate that 
he would return to live in 1816.  

Joseph his elder brother was very keen on rare plants and birds 
and had struck up a friendship with Sir Joseph Banks. He was a 
fellow of the Royal Society and it was probably his influence 
that ensured that Edward was elected to the Royal Society in 
April 1818.  He would also have helped him secure his next 
position on John Ross expedition to the Arctic, as the official 
astronomer on the ship. 

Edward’s astronomy education most likely came from his 
brother in law, Henry, who enjoyed both physics and 
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astronomy. Edward would borrow from Henry an instrument to 
make magnetic measurements during this voyage. 

At 2 Portland Place in London, Henry built an observatory and 
outfitted with three clocks and a transit instrument. According 
to Derek Howse this observatory was in use from 1825-1850. 
There is no note of a telescope similar to the sketch at this 
location. 

Edward Sabine most likely learnt his astronomical knowledge 
from Henry and very probably used the instrument in the sketch 
but looking at the date on the sketch it is unlikely that the 
instrument belonged to Edward. it is very probably Henry 
Browne telescope. He had the money to make the purchase and 
the interest in the subject and was certainly residing at North 
Mymms Park during 1813. Edward was most likely still in 
Quebec unless he had shore leave.  

The Telescope of Edward Sabine

Do you recognise the design and make of the telescope and mount? We would love to hear your thoughts about this if you do. 

Howse, D. (1994) The Greenwich List of Observatories: Amendment List No. 1, Journal for the History of Astronomy, p.207.

Further information from John Milsom (2018) The Hunt for Earth Gravity: A History of Gravity Measurement from Galileo to the 
21st Century,  Springer. 

Dorothy Colville 1972 North Mymms - Parish and People Chapter XIV - The Sabine Family of Hertfordshire 
https://www.northmymmshistory.uk/2018/01/north-mymms-parish-and-people.html#foreword 
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2019 SHA Autumn Conference and AGM at 
the  Birmingham and Midlands Institute

The event will be  
held on Saturday  
October 26th 2019

9:30 to 10:00 Registration
Refreshments will be available in the Gallery Room

10:00 SHA Chairman Gerard Gilligan welcomes you to the BMI

10:00 to 10:30 Annual General Meeting
 All members and guests welcome.
 SHA Council 

10:30 to 11:30 
Stonehenge, Archaeoastronomy and the Moon
Heather Sebrine

11:30 to 12:30 
Moon: Art, Science, Culture
Alexandra Loske and Robert Massey

12:30 to 13:30 Lunch

Delegates are asked to make their own arrangements.  
There is an excellent cafeteria upstairs; pub nearby

13:30 SHA Chairman Gerard Gilligan –Welcome back

13:30  to 14:30 
The Moon as muse: the ideas  and inspiration behind the 
Moon exhibition,  Royal Museums Greenwich 

Melanie Vandenbrouck & Louise Devoy

Patrick Moore & Our VolcanicMoon
14:30 to 15:30

15:30 to 16:00 Afternoon Refreshments
Tea  or Coffee and Biscuits will be provided.

16:00 to 17:00
The Moon, the Telescope, and the Transformation of 
Astronomy after 1609 

Allan Chapman

John Lee Theatre  
Birmingham &  

Midland Institute  
Margaret Street,  

Birmingham B3 3BS

Since 2010 the AGM has had a  
regular time and venue; the  
Autumn Conference on the last  
Saturday in October, at the BMI.  
As usual, members are invited to  
raise any issues concerning the  
Society during the AGM. The  
Agenda, and Minutes of the 
2017  AGM, will be published in  
advance. The above programme  
offers an interesting mixed bag  
that should appeal to all.  
Booking in advance, at £10 per  
person for members, £15 per person  
for non-members, to subsidise room  
hire and catering, helps enormously to  
facilitate arrangements .
To pre-register please email:  

meetings@shastro.org.uk

Bill Leatherbarrow




